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Past conceptualizations of brand loyalty have stressed emotional commitment or habit

formation. In contrast, I conceptualize brand loyalty in terms of confidence in one’s judgment

that the brand one has chosen previously (the incumbent brand) is superior to all the other brands

in the choice set. Confidence of this nature causes resistance to any influence attempts by

competitors, even when the competitor’s brand (the attack brand) is objectively superior to the

incumbent brand. I further hypothesize that ambiguity in the choice context is a key variable that

can affect confidence in judgment and thereby resistance. Ambiguity in the choice context will

be high when attribute-to-attribute comparison between two or more brands is difficult. This

occurs when (1) brands share the same set of attributes but attribute information about the

incumbent brand is not available externally when a person encounters the new brand (i.e., the

consumer needs to rely on memory) and (2) the incumbent and attack brands possess non¬

overlapping attributes. In five experiments I examined the conditions under which decision

ambiguity leads to resistance to competitor’s attack.

In the first experiment, I examined the roles of factors that can cause confidently held
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knowledge structures-experience and thinking in terms of product benefits-when decision

ambiguity is high due to memory constraints. Experience was manipulated at two levels (high

and low). I found that the likelihood of choosing the incumbent brand over a new, objectively

superior brand was high when either experience or availability of brand beliefs was high.

In the second experiment, I varied decision ambiguity via a memory manipulation. Apart

from replicating the results of experiment 1,1 also found that when decision ambiguity was low

(i.e., attribute information about the incumbent brand was externally available when a person

encountered the new, objectively superior brand), resistance to competitor’s attack was low despite

extensive experience with the incumbent brand and high availability of brand beliefs. In this

condition more subjects chose the attack brand.

In the third experiment, decision ambiguity was created by describing the incumbent brand

and the new, attack brand in terms of non-overlapping attributes. I examined the effects of

experience and external availability of attribute information about the incumbent brand on

resistance. Unlike in Experiment 2, external availability of specific attribute information about

the previously chosen brand did not have any effect on resistance. Thus, ambiguity created by

non-overlapping attributes can enhance the diagnosticity of even limited experience.

An analysis of the processes in the first and the third experiments partially supported that

loyalty could be explained in terms of overconfidence in judgment. In the fourth experiment, I

established a boundary condition for the effects of knowledge structure and ambiguity on

consumer brand loyalty. In the fifth experiment, it was found that an opportunity to try the attack

brand "disambiguated" product evaluation and thus weakened the effect of experience. Taken

together, the results of these experiments offer support for our new conceptualization of loyalty.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Brand loyalty is an important marketing construct from a strategy viewpoint. A high

degree of consumer brand loyalty is one of the greatest assets marketers can possess. Thus,

creating and sustaining consumer loyalty should be a central goal of the marketing function of a

firm. Loyal customers may resist offers from competitors (Reibstein 1985) and thus may represent

a sustainable competitive advantage to the firm. For example, when deregulation opened the

doors for new companies to enter the long distance field, it was quickly discovered that AT&T

could not be dislodged easily. Many long distance customers refused to consider switching

despite the significant price savings that were offered (Engel, Blackwell and Miniard 1989).

However, not every company succeeds in establishing such loyalty. For example, in the personal

computers market, IBM’s margins and market share eroded when its competitors offered "clones"

(compatible personal computers) at lower prices.

Brand loyalty is also an interesting topic from a psychological point of view.

Surprisingly, however, prior research has not shed much light on what causes loyalty. During the

1980s, the trend was to use "loyalty" as an explanatory variable in multinomial logit models of

choice to predict brand choice and market share. For example, Guadagni and Little (1983)

operationalized "loyalty" as the last brand bought and found that this variable explained a large

amount of variance in choice. In these studies, loyalty seems to be treated as an exogenous

variable or a given state. The utility of the construct of loyalty to marketing actions will be

enhanced if it is demonstrated that loyalty can be manipulated via a set of antecedents.

A key indicant of loyal behavior is resistance to influence by a competitor, even when the
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competitor’s (attack) brand is objectively superior to the currently used (incumbent) brand. In the

AT&T and IBM examples, the competitors’ brands were objectively superior in as much as they

provided equivalent quality at a lower price. In this dissertation, I examine the conditions under

which resistance to such offerings will be high. Specifically, the goals of this dissertation are to

(1) show that loyalty can be manipulated, (2) identify a set of variables that can lead to loyal

behavior, and (3) propose a model of loyalty based on behavioral decision theory.

The core assumption of this dissertation is that loyalty varies as a function of the

confidence one has in the superiority of one’s incumbent brand. This assumption contrasts sharply

with prior research which has stressed emotional commitment or habit formation. Further, it is

hypothesized that decision ambiguity is a key variable that can affect confidence. It is proposed

that when decision ambiguity is high, experience with the incumbent brand or knowledge of the

benefits of the incumbent brand can affect confidence and thus resistance to competitor’s attack.

In the next chapter, a conceptualization of loyalty is presented following a brief review of

prior research. Chapter III presents an experiment designed to test the effects of experience and

belief crystallization on loyalty. Chapter IV discusses an experiment designed to test the effects

of memory-based ambiguity on loyalty. Chapter V presents an experiment designed to test the

effects of ambiguity caused by nonoverlapping attributes. Chapter VI discusses an experiment

designed to test the effect of context on loyalty formation. Chapter VII examines the effects of

an opportunity to try the attack brand on loyalty to the incumbent brand. The last chapter

discusses the theoretical and managerial implications of this research and proposes a set of themes

for future research.



CHAPTER II
DECISION AMBIGUITY, BRAND KNOWLEDGE AND CONSUMER

BRAND LOYALTY

Overview

Brand loyalty has been traditionally conceptualized in terms of emotional commitment and

ego involvement (e.g., Jacoby 1971; Jacoby and Chestnut 1978) or habitual purchase behavior

(e.g., Howard and Sheth 1969; see Jacoby and Chestnut 1978 for a review of early research on

loyalty). The emotional commitment view argues that brand loyalty reflects a consumer’s central

values, and it assumes a high degree of consumer involvement at the product category level and

at the brand level. With a few exceptions, high brand involvement does not characterize most

marketplace choices. Even in the few categories in which high levels of brand involvement are

likely, attempts to link brands to consumers’ central values may be extremely difficult (Rokeach

1973).

In contrast, the habitual purchase behavior view argues that brand loyalty results from a

lack of cognitive activity. That is, consumers repurchase the same brand out of habit and little

else. However, this view provides no insight into the initiation of loyalty. In fact, it may be more

appropriate to consider routinized response behavior as a long term consequence of loyalty (Alba

and Hutchinson 1987). If so, there exists a need to identify a set of factors that lead to loyal

behavior and to outline the underlying psychological mechanism.

Previous studies have identified resistance to competitor’s attack as a key consequence of

loyalty (Ehrenberg and Charlton 1973; Jacoby and Kyner 1973; Newman and Werbal 1973).

Although a competitor’s attack can occur in different forms, such as price cuts, promotions, and
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comparative advertising, the focus of this dissertation is on attacks based on superior product

quality. The resistance mechanism proposed here, however, can be generalized to any other form

of attack. I rely on behavioral decision research to explain resistance to competitor’s attack while

acknowledging that cognitive biases may lead to habitual purchase behavior or even to emotional

commitment.

Loyalty: Persistence of Confidence in Comparative Judgments

In this paper brand loyalty is conceptualized in terms of confidence that the brand one has

chosen previously (the incumbent brand) is superior to all other brands in the choice set. More

specifically, loyalty is driven by persistence of such confidence, even when the competitor’s brand

(attack brand) is objectively superior to the incumbent brand. This view of loyalty is analogous

to overconfidence, wherein individuals overestimate their knowledge of past and future events

(Lichtenstein, Fischhoff and Philips 1982). Unlike in previous conceptualizations, here it is easier

to identify a set of antecedents that can be manipulated by marketers. It is also possible to isolate

the conditions that can weaken resistance.

To explain loyalty, the notion of overconfidence is extended to preference judgments. If

a consumer judges an objectively inferior brand to be superior and expresses confidence in this

judgment, he or she exhibits overconfidence in preference judgments. It is proposed that this

represents a primary route to persistence of preference. The central premise of this dissertation

is that under ambiguous decision contexts, certain types of knowledge about the currendy used

(incumbent) brand can lead to overconfidence in prior choice and thus resistance to competitor’s

attack.

Decision Ambiguity

Decision researchers use the terms uncertainty, ambiguity and vagueness to describe the

state in which the relevant probabilities of outcomes are unknown or cannot be ascertained with
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reasonable accuracy (see Camerer and Weber 1992 for a review of research). Einhom and

Hogarth (1985) define ambiguity as the uncertainty about uncertainty, where the latter

"uncertainty" refers to outcome probability. Most marketplace choices are characterized by

ambiguity. Research on ambiguity in consumer choices, however, is sparse (Bettman, Johnson

and Payne 1991; but see Ha and Hoch 1988, Hoch and Ha 1986, and Kahn and Meyer 1991).

Ellsberg (1961) defined ambiguity as a "quality depending on the amount, type, reliability

and unanimity of information" (p 657). Further, ambiguous situations are those in which

"available information is scanty ... or highly conflicting; or where expressed expectations of

different individuals differ widely" (p 660-661). Based on this conceptualization, decision

ambiguity in this paper refers to a set of conditions in which attribute-by-attribute comparisons

among brands are difficult. Ambiguity can exist at different stages of brand evaluation including

identification of relevant attributes, attribute valuation, information integration and product

consumption (Hoch and Deighton 1989). Ambiguity in consumer choices arises out of two

sources: incomplete information about the characteristics of one or more brands in the choice set

and unsure preference for the attributes of the competing brands.

Ambiguity due to incomplete information was the theme of classic research on uncertain

choices (Ellsberg 1961). The conclusion of this stream of research was that people tend to avoid

ambiguous alternative for which the probability of a successful outcome is not known. This

phenomenon of "ambiguity avoidance" has been also reported in consumer research involving

multiattribute judgments or choices (Biehal and Chakravarti 1983; Huber and McCann 1983;

Meyer 1981; and Simmons and Lynch 1991).

If ambiguity is due to unsure preference for attributes, the choice context itself can shape

the preference (March 1978; Simonson and Tversky 1992). Further, initially unsure preference

may develop into certain preference following experience (Carpenter and Nakamoto 1989).
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A number of real-world causes can lead to incomplete knowledge or unsure preferences

and thus to difficulty in making attribute-by-attribute comparisons. First, the display environment

in retail settings often makes it difficult to judge the "objective superiority" of a brand (Russo

1977). Second, most consumer choices involve a memory component (see Alba, Hutchinson, and

Lynch 1991), and imperfect memory can lead to decision ambiguity. For example, consumers

may acquire information about brands at different points of time and may need to make decisions

based on what is recalled about each brand. Third, due to low motivation, consumers may not

make side-by-side attribute comparisons even if information about each brand is available

externally. Fourth, in certain product categories, choice sets may have negative interattribute

correlations (Pareto optimal) and may require multiple trade-offs among attributes (Ha and Hoch

1989). Finally, die competing brands may possess non-overlapping attributes. For example, two

brands of body lotions may emphasize Vitamin E and Aloe Vera as the key ingredients,

respectively, but may promise the same benefits of healing and moisturizing the skin. This lack

of dimensional comparability increases decision difficulty (Slovic and Mcphallamy 1974; Tversky

1972).

Although the decision environment may not afford conclusive evidence about the

superiority of the incumbent brand, consumers may nonetheless have a feeling of control and

perceive the evidence as more diagnostic than it objectively is (Hoch and Deighton 1989). Thus,

as suggested earlier, certain types of knowledge about the incumbent brand can induce

overconfidence, especially in ambiguous decision environments.

Consumer Knowledge

The other major determinant of loyalty in my model is consumer knowledge. Knowledge

about a brand can lead to loyalty by inducing confidence that one has chosen the best brand

available. Such knowledge may take form of beliefs about the overall outcome and the specific
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benefits of brand consumption, beliefs about the values and importance of the brand attributes,

and beliefs about the attribute-benefit association.

Such knowledge may be acquired through product trial or through advertising and a

variety of other marketer and nonmarketer dominated sources of information. Hoch and Deigton

refer to the former as "knowledge by description" and the latter as "knowledge by acquaintance."

Prior research has shown that consumers attach higher validity to judgments acquired through

product acquaintance (Fazio and Zanna 1978; Smith and Swinyard 1983). Thus, although beliefs

about the benefits of a brand can be acquired through advertisements and word-of-mouth

communications, self-generated cognitions, especially after trying the brand, may induce higher

confidence.

If a consumer has repeated experience with a brand, he or she will acquire a set of

confidently held beliefs about the abstract benefits of the brand. The same effect can result from

limited experience if a person contemplates the putative benefits of the chosen brand. Through

either means, a consumer’s beliefs about the brand benefits and the overall quality of the brand

are strengthened. These strong beliefs guide subsequent choices, especially in ambiguous choice

contexts in which discriminabiliity based on the specific attributes of the competing brands is low.

Experience and Belief Structure

Experience can influence knowledge structure in several ways. First experience provides

additional information about the incumbent brand. Additional information, regardless of its

relevance, can enhance confidence in beliefs without increasing accuracy in judgment (Oskamp

1965; Peterson and Pitz 1988). Further, the amount of information available can lead to

judgmental stability (Davidson et al. 1985) and resistance to counterpersuasive influence attempts

(Wood 1982).
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Second, experience provides qualitatively different types of information about the

incumbent brand. These include unique beliefs about the benefits of the incumbent brand and

knowledge of the consumption experience. Thus, the comparability between an experienced and

nonexperienced brand may be low. For example, beliefs about the benefits of the incumbent

brand based on one’s extensive experience may not be comparable to the specific attribute

information about a superior competitor. In such noncomparable choice situations, self-generated

cognitions may be prominent and may be given higher weight in decisions. Assuming that a

coasumer has had favorable experience with a brand, extensive experience may result in

asymmetry in infonnation to the advantage of the incumbent. This specific effect may hold only

when the decision ambiguity is high. When compatibility among choice inputs is increased by

describing all competing brands in terms of a set of common attributes, ambiguity is removed.

Even partial overlap among the attributes of the competing brands may reduce ambiguity, in as

much as common features are overweighted in decisions (Slovic and MacPhillamy 1974; Tversky,

Slovic and Sattath 1989).

Experience can also strengthen beliefs and lead to perceived knowledgeability. The

literature on learning from experience concludes that, in some cases, experience may inhibit rather

than facilitating learning (Alba and Hutchinson 1987; Brehmer 1980; Einhom 1980; Einhom and

Hogarth 1978). According to Einhom and Hogarth (1978) experience results in "persistence of

the illusion of validity" due to the biases in hypothesis testing that accentuate the effect of

experience on unwarranted confidence in judgment.

The conditions proposed by Einhom and Hogarth seem to closely correspond to

ambiguous marketing choices. First, in most marketplace choices, judgments are made for the

purpose of choosing among alternatives. The information environments do not encourage

judgments of comparative performance of brands and there is no outside authority to offer
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feedback on judgments. Hence, the only source of feedback on judgment is the performance of

the chosen brand. In a number of categories, performance evaluation itself may be a difficult task.

Hence, unless there is a clear violation of expectations, outcomes are coded as positive. It is

likely that once people are satisfied with the quality of a brand, they rarely try other brands, even

if these brands are of equal quality. The well documented biases in hypothesis testing are very

likely to occur in ambiguous marketing contexts (Fischhoff and Beyth-Marom 1983; Klayman and

Ha 1987; Tschirgi 1980; see Hoch and Deighton 1989 for a review).

In Einhom and Hogarth’s model, confidence is an increasing monotonic function of

feedback. Assuming that die positive aspects of a brand are greater than the negative aspects

(which is very likely with most brands in most product categories), feedback and hence confidence

becomes an increasing function of the number of trials or experience. Thus, experience can

strengthen beliefs and lead to overconfidence in one’s prior judgment and choice.

A set ofmarketing studies that examined the theme of advantages of the pioneering brands

offered conclusions that are consistent with my suggestions about the effect of experience with

a brand. Examining a context in which the value of attributes, attribute weights and the ideal

attribute combinations are ambiguous, Carpenter and Nakamoto (1989) concluded that consumer

taste distribution and the attribute weighting shift toward the attribute combinations and the

relative attribute strengths of the pioneer brand. The pioneer can frame expectations regarding

the category and can influence the fonnation of preference especially when product evaluation is

ambiguous (see also Carpenter and Nakamoto 1990).

In addition, Kardes and Gurumurthy (1992) found that the order of entry results in

differential learning. Specifically, the recall of unique and shared features of an early entrant was

higher than that of a late entrant. Moreover, the evaluation of an early entrant was more extreme

and was held with a higher level of confidence.
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Thinking About Benefits and Belief Structure

Experience is not the only route by which a brand may be judged superior to its

competitors. Mere mental elaboration about product attributes may produce similar effects in

several ways. First, thought increases the absolute amount of information available about the

incumbent brand and thus extremity and confidence in judgment. Secondly, thought results in

information that is qualitatively different from the information available for the attack brand.

Finally, thought can increase the perceived knowledgeability. For example, Koriat, Lichtenstein

and Fischhoff (1980) found that reasons for overconfidence include selectively focusing on the

evidence supporting choice and disregarding evidence contradicting it. Further, they found that

although subjects could easily produce reasons supporting their choices, they had difficulty in

producing reasons against their choices.

Forcing consumers to think in terms of benefits may result in elaboration of the positive

aspects of the brand (Koriat, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1980). Expression of these beliefs also

may provide reasons to justify the choice. Thus, beliefs crystallize in the sense that both the

salience of beliefs and confidence in beliefs increase. Further, memory for these abstract beliefs

may decay less rapidly than specific attribute information (Chattophadhyay and Alba 1988), which

may then unduly influence future choices (Alba, Marmorstein and Chattophadhyay 1992). Finally,

the act of articulating one’s beliefs about the brand’s benefits may strengthen these beliefs and

increase the confidence in judgment. Thus, thinking in terms of benefits after only limited brand

experience may result in loyal behavior. This scenario corresponds to real world advertisements

that remind consumers of brand benefits.

Recent decision research supports the argument that knowledge can influence "loyal

behavior". For example, Heath and Tversky (1991) proposed the "competence hypothesis," which

addresses die effects of perceived knowledgeability on choices. People who consider themselves
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knowledgeable about the likelihood of an outcome prefer betting on their judgments over an

equiprobable chance event, even though the former is more ambiguous than the latter. In one of

their studies, subjects predicted the outcome of 14 football games each week for five consecutive

weeks. For each game, subjects selected the team they thought would win and also judged the

probability of winning. They then rated their knowledge about the game. Afterward, subjects

were given the option of betting either on the team they chose or on a matched chance lottery.

For both high and low knowledge subjects, choice based on judgment was a function of the

judged probability. However, when the judged probability was above 0.5, the high knowledge

subjects were more likely to choose a bet on the outcome of the football game that they had

earlier predicted than a matched chance lottery. Heath and Tversky suggest that experience is one

of the factors that can lead to perceived competence.

To conclude, certain types of knowledge about the incumbent brand lead to loyal behavior

under ambiguous decision conditions by rendering the attack brand noncomparable along

dimensions perceived to be diagnostic for choice. This implies that experience will lead to loyal

behavior under ambiguous decision contexts, but there are certain conditions under which this

effect should not be observed. First, when the competing brands have a set of non-overlapping

attributes, an opportunity to try the new brand may "disambiguate" the situation considerably and

tilt one’s preference toward the new, superior brand. Second, it was argued that resistance to

attack stems from an initial presumption that the incumbent brand was superior, coupled with an

inability to compare the incumbent and attacker on attribute dimensions. Therefore, when a

person has reasons to believe that the chosen brand is not necessarily the best brand, experience

may not produce overconfidence. For example, if a person learns that the chosen brand is not the

best brand in the category but still keeps choosing this brand because it is available, even

extensive experience with this brand and ambiguous decision conditions may not lead to
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overconfidence and resistance to a superior competitor’s attack.

Other Processes Leading to Loyalty

Confidence acquired through knowledge structures may not be the only mechanism driving

loyalty under ambiguous decision conditions. In general, people prefer to stay with their status

quo options (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988). Samuelson and Zeckhauser demonstrated the

status quo bias in a variety of decisions, including hypothetical choices about jobs, automobile

colors, and financial investments. Alternative versions of each decision were presented to

subjects. In one of the versions an option was designated as the status quo. In the other (neutral)

version, no option was singled out as the status quo. The results offered strong support for the

existence of status-quo bias.

Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) invoked the status quo bias as an explanation of brand

loyalty and pioneer brand advantage. They noted that rational economic models that ignore status

quo effects will exaggerate individual response to changing economic variables such as price and

predict greater instability than is observed in the real world. However, their account of factors

that can lead to status quo bias makes it even more all-encompassing than commitment. Their

list of factors include cost of thinking, transaction costs, psychological commitment and loss

aversion. Of these, cost of thinking and transaction costs are controlled in my empirical studies.

The disadvantages of using psychological commitment, without specifying its antecedents, as an

explanation of loyalty have been already discussed. This leaves overconfidence (not suggested

by Samuelson and Zeckhauser) and loss aversion as the key factors explaining status quo bias or

loyalty in my framework. The mechanisms accounting for overconfidence have been discussed

earlier.
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Tversky and Kahneman (1991) have discussed the role of loss aversion in riskless choices.

The status quo tendency, according to Tversky and Kahneman, may be driven by "loss aversion."

The basic intuition concerning loss aversion is that losses or outcomes below a reference state

loom larger than corresponding gains. In other words, the loss of utility associated with giving

up a valued good is greater than the utility gain associated with receiving it. Thaler (1985)

labeled this phenomenon the endowment effect. Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1990)

demonstrated this phenomenon in a series of experiments.

In Tversky and Kahneman’s framework of value analysis, reference levels play a large

role in determining preferences. The same two objective states, depending on reference levels,

can be framed by sellers and evaluated by consumers as gains or losses. Outcomes below the

reference state are considered to be losses; those above the reference state are gains. While this

analysis focuses on how a reference state affects preference, it does not provide any answer for

the question what is or what determines a reference state. A comprehensive answer for this

question is beyond the scope of this paper (see Kahneman and Millar 1986 and Simonson and

Tversky 1992 for a set of processes). However, I will try to link the variables causing knowledge

structures and reference states specifically as they apply to brand choices.

The reference state itself is a knowledge structure and thus it is reasonable to expect the

factors influencing confidence to affect the reference state also. However, it is qualitatively

different from the overconfidence phenomenon discussed earlier. Compared to a set of clear

expectations about the incumbent brand, one is uncertain about the quality of the attack brand.

Thus, in brand evaluation, benefit beliefs and expectations derived from experience cause the

current state (incumbent brand) to be the reference point and giving up this brand constitutes loss.

Once again, ambiguity in decisions determines the reference state. In unambiguous choices in

which attribute-by-attribute comparisons are easier, the reference point shifts. As there are
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adequate reasons to justify the choice of the attack brand, giving up the incumbent brand may no

longer be perceived as loss. If the persistence of choice of the incumbent brand does not involve

attribute or benefit valuation, it amounts to the concept of sheer inertia in choice proposed by

Jeuland (1979).

The extent to which loyal behavior in our choice situations can be explained by loss

aversion and inertia is an empirical question. In the experiments to be discussed in the subsequent

chapters the overconfidence explanation was tested against the loss aversion and inertia

explanations through verbal protocols. In the subsequent chapters the results of these analyses are

presented.



CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT 1: BRAND KNOWLEDGE AND LOYALTY

The main objective of this experiment was to show that either extensive experience with

the incumbent brand or thinking in terms of the benefits of the incumbent brand can cause

resistance to attack by an "objectively" superior brand of a competitor when the decision situation

is ambiguous. In the present experiment, ambiguity was created by making attribute information

about the incumbent brand unavailable when subjects encountered the attack brand. The second

objective was to identify the processes that lead to loyal behavior.

Natural ingredients based hand and body lotions were used as stimuli in this experiment

as well as in the subsequent experiments. The choice of product category was based on three

considerations. First, product evaluation through experience should be ambiguous. In the

category of natural lotions, one needs a high degree of expertise to discriminate brands based on

trial alone. Second, a category was needed in which subjects would examine attribute values and

then fonn beliefs and expectations based on these values. These initial beliefs needed to be

reinforced by experience. This required a product category that could be easily tried in an

experimental setting. The category of hand and body lotions satisfied all these criteria. Only

"natural" lotions were chosen to suppress the effects of brand familiarity. A series of pretests

were conducted to choose brand names and to check the manipulations of experience and benefit

belief formation.

15
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Pretests

Pretest 1

The objective of this pretest was to select the two most liked brand names among a set

of eight. These would be used later as the names of incumbent and attacking brands. These eight

names were generated by the experimenter and two of his colleagues. The data were collected

from female students enrolled in an undergraduate marketing course. Thirty-six respondents

evaluated each of the eight fictitious brand names on a nine-point scale. The names (and mean

evaluations) were as follows: Botanical Spring (5.4), Nature’s Nurture (4.7), Herbal Wonder (3.7),

Essence of Nature (5.7), Herbal Abundance (3.98), Natural Blossom (5.5), and Garden Exotica

(4.6). It was decided to assign names of equal likability to the "incumbent" and the "attack"

brands. Accordingly the "incumbent" and the "attacker" were named Botanical Spring and Natural

Blossom, respectively.

Pretest 2

The objective of this pretest was to calibrate the number of trials needed for the

"extensive" and "limited" experience conditions. Number of trials was varied at three levels: one,

four and six. The dependent variable was "relative attitude," taken immediately after experience.

Relative attitude was defined as the difference in ratings between the most highly rated brand and

the second most highly rated brand. Twenty-one female students enrolled in a Principles of

Marketing course participated in this experiment. The choice set consisted of four brands of

natural lotions. Subjects were asked to choose a brand based on information given in a brand x

attribute matrix. After choice, they were asked to use the brand once, four times, or six times.

After the last trial, subjects rated their liking toward each brand on a nine-point scale. Number

of trials explained 28% variance in relative attitude (F 2 20 =3.02, p < 0.08). Relative attitude was

higher in the six trials condition than in the one trial condition (1.5 versus -0.04, p<0.05). No
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After the last trial, subjects rated their liking toward each brand on a nine-point scale. Number

of trials explained 28% variance in relative attitude (F 2 20 =3.02, p < 0.08). Relative attitude was

higher in the six trials condition than in the one trial condition (1.5 versus -0.04, p<0.05). No

other comparisons yielded significant differences. Hence, it was decided to operationalize

extensive experience as six trials and limited experience as a single trial.

Pretest 3

The objectives of this pretest were to check the manipulation of benefit beliefs, to examine

the effects of experience on choice confidence, and to replicate the effects of experience on

relative attitude. Forty female undergraduates enrolled in a Principles of Marketing course

participated in this experiment. A 2 X 2 factorial design was used in this experiment with ten

subjects in each of the four experimental conditions. The two factors were experience (one trial

versus six trials) and benefit beliefs formation (rating the beliefs on a given scale versus rating

their overall evaluation).

Procedure

As in the second pretest, subjects chose a brand of lotion from a set of four based on the

attribute values given in a brand x attribute matrix. Subjects experienced the brand chosen one

time (limited experience) or six times (extensive experience). Afterward, subjects in the High

Benefit Beliefs Crystallization condition were asked to rate their beliefs on a rating scale (see

Appendix C). Subjects in the Low Benefit Beliefs Crystallization condition were asked to express

their overall evaluation of the four brands in the choice set. It was expected that subjects who

rated beliefs would think about the benefits of the brand. It was expected that this manipulation

would lead to die formation of benefit beliefs or crystallization of existing beliefs. Throughout

this paper the term belief crystallization will be used to refer to the condition that results in benefit

belief formation.
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Subjects in all conditions next were asked to express their confidence in the quality of the

brand chosen on a nine-point scale. They then were asked to return after 48 hours. In the second

session, subjects were asked to record whatever information they remembered about the brand they

had chosen and experienced. This measure assessed the level of benefit belief formation. It was

expected that belief formation would be high in all conditions except the Limited Experience -

Low Benefit Beliefs Formation condition. Further, subjects’ responses to the attitude and

confidence scales during the first session were used to compute relative attitude and choice

confidence scores in each condition. Although all the subjects responded to the confidence scale,

only 20 (who were in the Low Benefit Beliefs condition) responded to the attitude scale.

The results supported the finding of the earlier pretest that relative attitude was higher in

the six trials condition than in the one trial condition. The mean in the six trials condition was

1.73 compared to the mean of 0.83 in the one trial condition (F , 18 = 4.61, p<0.05). Experience

explained 21% variance in relative attitude.

The information recalled on the second day was coded in terms of attribute-related

benefits, accurate attribute information and inaccurate information and/or irrelevant beliefs. For

example, "Botanical Spring can moisturize the skin" is a benefit belief formed on the basis of

attribute information. On the other hand, "Botanical Spring is pink in color" is an irrelevant

belief, as there was another lotion of the same color. The experimenter as well as a colleague

blind to the experimental conditions coded the responses. The coders agreed on about 90% of

brand beliefs initially. Differences were resolved after discussion. The following table presents

the number of benefit beliefs recalled in each condition.
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TABLE III-l

NUMBER OF BENEFIT BELIEFS RECALLED IN DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
EXPERIENCE AND BELIEF CRYSTALLIZATION

Experience Belief Crystallization Low Belief Crystallization High

Limited 1.1 2.5

Extensive 2.1 2.8

The number of benefit beliefs recalled in the Low Experience - Low Belief Crystallization

condition was lower than in any other condition. Thus, either extensive experience or thinking

in tenns of benefits can lead to higher degree of availability of benefit beliefs. The effect of the

manipulation of belief rating on the number of benefit beliefs recalled was very strong (F ,

36=1 1.7, p < 0 .01). The effect of experience on die number of beliefs recalled was also strong (F

136= 4.5, p < 0.05 ). The effect of rating the benefits on beliefs recall was higher in the Limited

Experience condition (F , 1S=10.14 p <0.01) than in the Extensive Experience condition (F ,

,8=2.67, p <0.12). Thus, either experience or thinking in terms of benefits can account for

differences in knowledge structure.

The means for choice confidence are given in Table III-2. Once again, choice confidence

in the Extensive Experience condition was higher than in the Limited Experience condition ( 6.7

versus 5.5; F , 36=4.71, p<0.05). The manipulation of thinking in terms of benefits also had a

high effect on confidence (5.4 in the Low condition versus 6.8 in the high condition; F , 36=6.41,

p<0.02).
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TABLE III-2

CHOICE CONFIDENCE IN DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS FORMATION

Experience Benefit Beliefs Low Benefit Beliefs High

Limited 4.6 6.4

Extensive 6.2 7.2

As predicted, the effect of belief crystallization on confidence was higher in die limited

experience condition than in the extensive experience condition. Collectively these results support

the prediction that either experience or thinking in terms of benefits is sufficient to influence

consumers’ knowledge structures. The effects of these factors on resistance to competitor’s attack

were tested in experiment 1.

Method

Subjects

Subjects for this experiment were volunteers recruited from a Principles of Marketing

class. Because hand and body lotions are primarily directed toward women (Consumer Reports,

August 1977, p 449), only female subjects were included. As compensation for their participation,

the subjects earned extra credit in the class. After excluding data for 14 subjects for reasons given

below, responses were obtained for 88 subjects. In most sessions, subjects participated one at a

time. Whenever there were two or more subjects in a session, each subject performed the choice

and experience tasks individually, while the other(s) waited in the adjacent room. On average,

subjects’ self-rated familiarity was 5.3 on a 9-point scale. About 70% of the subjects used lotions

at least once every day, 18% used them once in two days, 9% used them once a week and 3%
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used them less frequently. Only 15 subjects used natural lotions.

Procedure

Subjects were invited to participate in a lotion choice experiment. They were told

beforehand that they would be asked to use the brand(s) of lotions chosen by them. To prevent

random brand switching, they were also told that about 15% of the subjects participating in the

experiment would receive the brand chosen by them at certain critical rounds (known only to the

experimenter) as gift. After these instructions, subjects’ were asked to read a story that provided

infomiation about the key ingredients of the products. This story familiarized subjects with the

importance of the key attributes of natural lotions and the benefits derived from these attributes.

To construct this story, six experts in the category of lotions were interviewed. They included

professional beauticians managing skin care studios and managers of stores selling natural skin

care products. Further, information about the herbs used in cosmetic products was collected

through pamphlets circulated by the distributors of natural beauty products. Magazine articles on

skin care published in Glamour and Cosmopolitan served as additional sources of information (see

Appendix A for the story).

Subjects then saw a brand x attribute matrix that described four fictitious brands in terms

of seven attributes (see Appendix B). Subjects were asked to choose a brand that had the

maximum attribute value. One of these brands, Botanical Spring, was superior to all other brands

in the choice set. Hence, it was expected that every subject would choose this brand. All but

nine subjects chose Botanical Spring (hereafter referred to as the incumbent). The data for those

who chose other brands were excluded from analysis.

Once they made their initial choice, subjects were asked to try all the four brands in the

choice set and choose the one they liked the best. Each subject was made to believe that whatever

brand she had chosen was in fact Botanical Spring. Thus, the experiences of subjects "confirmed"
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the information given in the matrix. This deception was necessary to minimize curiosity-related

brand switching in the latter half of the experiment.

Subjects in the Limited Experience condition were asked to try the chosen brand once,

while those in the Extensive Experience condition were asked to try the chosen brand six times.

The cover story given to those in the Extensive Experience condition was that previous research

had shown that people can evaluate lotions more accurately after a series of trials. After every

trial, subjects in this condition were given paper towels to wipe off any lotion build-up.

Afterward, subjects in the High Benefit Beliefs condition rated their beliefs about the

benefits of the chosen brand on an eight-item, nine-point scale while those in the Low Benefit

Beliefs Formation condition were assigned an irrelevant task. These scales (see Appendix C) were

constructed after consultation with experts to ensure that the benefits listed mapped onto the

attributes given in the matrix. Subjects in all conditions were then asked to rate their confidence

in the overall quality of the chosen brand on a single-item nine-point scale. Finally, the response

latency of evaluation was measured via computer for all subjects. Subjects were then asked to

return after two days to complete the experiment. Because there was no variation in latency

across conditions, this measure will not be discussed further.

On returning, subjects were asked to assume that they were going on a shopping trip to

buy lotions and that the market conditions had not changed since they made the original choice.

The task was to choose a brand among the four brands in the original choice set. It was expected

that everyone would choose the incumbent brand (Botanical Spring). Data from five subjects who

did not choose the incumbent brand were excluded.

Subjects were then given the critical choice task. They were asked to assume that once

again they needed to buy lotions. This time they happened to visit another store that did not

stock the original set of brands. Instead, they happened to come across two new brands. While
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attribute brands for these brands were directly available, information about the incumbent brand

needed to be recalled to make a choice (see Appendix D). One of the two new brands. Natural

Blossom, was objectively superior (dominating) to the other new brand. Botanical Glory, as well

as to Botanical Spring. However, decision ambiguity was created across all conditions via

memory constraints. At this critical round subjects had the option of choosing either the

incumbent brand or one of the two new brands. Botonical Glory was not chosen by any subject.

Thus, their choices were limited to Botanical Spring (the incumbent) and Natural Blossom (the

attack brand). (Subjects were told to assume that going back to the store that stocks the original

set of brands would not involve any cost.) After they chose a brand, they were asked to state

the reasons for their choice. They were also asked to judge which of these two brands was

superior in terms of attribute values and how confident they were about this superiority judgment.

Analysis

A binomial logit approach was used to analyze choice data. The dependent variable was

the proportion of subjects choosing the incumbent brand. Data were analyzed through the

CATMOD procedure of SAS. The focus was on the main effect of experience and also on

comparing the simple effect of benefit beliefs formation in the Limited Experience condition with

the simple effect in the Extensive Experience condition. Further, choice proportion in each cell

was compared to 0.5 (random choice). It was predicted that the proportion should be below 0.5

in the Limited Experience - Low Benefit Beliefs Formation cell and above 0.5 in the other three

cells, despite the objective superiorrity of the attack brand.

I also analyzed two continuous dependent variables in this experiment: confidence about

the quality of the incumbent brand before the attack brand was introduced (a monodic judgment)

and confidence in the superiority of the incumbent brand versus the attack brand after the attack

brand was introduced (a comparative judgment). Confidence in comparative judgment was
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equated with loyalty and considered to be the direct antecedent of resistance. The monodic

confidence judgment was measured to gain insights about the process that leads to loyalty. A

two-factor, between-subjects ANOVA was used to test the effects of experience, benefit beliefs

and the interaction of these two variables on each of the dependent variables. Furthermore, each

of diese confidence judgments was used as a covariate in analyzing the effects of the independent

variables on choice. This analysis was performed through die LOGIST procedure of SAS. The

judgment of superiority as well as the confidence in this judgment may shed light on the

process(es) that might have led to choice of one brand over the odier.

Results

Choice, Experience, and Benefit Beliefs

The proportion of subjects who chose the incumbent brand under different levels of

experience and benefit beliefs formation is given in Table III-3. As expected, the proportion of

subjects choosing the incumbent brand was much less (14%) in the Limited Experience-Low

Belief crystallization condition than in the other three conditions (68% to 82%). This cell

replicates the results of studies that report a pervasive tendency to avoid uncertainty (Biehal and

Chakravarti 1983, 1986). However, extensive experience or blinking in terms of benefit beliefs

seem to provide diagnostic cues that counter the effect of uncertainty. In each cell the proportion

was in the expected direction . That is, less dian 0.5 in the Limited Experience - Low Belief

crystallization condition and more than 0.5 in die other three conditions. The pair-wise

comparisons indicated tiiat die only other significant difference was between the Limited

Experience - High Benefit Belief Crystallization condition and the Extensive Experience - High

Belief Crystallization condition (Z=1.5, p<0.07).
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TABLE III-3

CHOICE PROBABILITIES FOR THE INCUMBENT BRAND UNDER DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE AND BELIEF CRYSTALLIZATION

Experience Low Belief Crystallization High Belief Crystallization

Limited 3/22 (0.14) 15/22 (0.68)

Z(p<0.5)=3.58** Z(p>0.5)= 1.79*

Extensive 16/22 (0.73) 18/22 (0.82)

Z(p>0.5)=2.28* Z(p>0.5)=3.18**

* p < 0.05

** p < 0.01

The result of interest is that thinking in terms of benefit beliefs mattered in the limited

experience condition, but did not have any effect in the extensive experience condition (see Table

III-4). These results combined with the results of pretest 3, offer support for the proposition that

either experience or availability of benefit beliefs is sufficient to cause resistance to competitor’s

attack by making consumers acquire certain types of knowledge about the incumbent brand.

However, these results do not shed much light on the process by which these knowledge structures

influence loyalty. In chapter II, it was proposed that overconfidence in comparative judgment

TABLE III-4

THE EFFECT OF BENEFIT BELIEFS FORMATION ON CHOICE

(LIMITED VERSUS EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE)

Experience Df Chi-Square (Wald Statistic) Prob <

Limited 1 11.55 0.007

Extensive 1 0.51 0.48
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leads to resistance. Analysis of confidence data along with the stated reasons for choice

constitutes a test of this proposition. Table III-5 presents the results using monodic choice

confidence judgment as the dependent variable.

TABLE III-5

EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CONFIDENCE IN CHOICE
BEFORE THE INTRODUCTION OF THE ATTACK BRAND

Experience Benefit Beliefs Low Benefit Beliefs High

Limited 4.59 6.36

Extensive 6.41 7.14

As in the pretest, the effects of experience (F lig4=21.8, p<0.01) and belief crystallization

(F1 84=20.29, p<0.01) were strong. The interaction of these two factors was marginally significant

(F j 84=3.55, p<0.07). A comparison of simple effects revealed that the effect of thinking in terms

of benefits was stronger in the limited experience condition (F , 42=19.5, p<0.01) than was in the

extensive experience condition (F u 42=3.6, p<0.07). However, these effects did not lead to

resistance in all the cases.

An analysis of reasons for choosing the incumbent over the attack brand suggests that

resistance is not always due to confidence. Subjects’ judgments regarding which of the two

brands was superior and confidence in these judgments were analyzed to understand the process

that leads to loyal behavior. If one judges the "objectively inferior" incumbent brand to be superior

and expresses high confidence in this judgment, we may infer that this person stays with the

incumbent brand due to overconfidence in comparative judgment. However, if she chooses the
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incumbent brand but judges the attack brand as superior in terms of attribute values, then her

choice is driven by other considerations such as risk aversion or sheer inertia. This may be also

true if she chooses the incumbent brand and judges the incumbent brand and the attack brand to

be of the same value.

Similarly, when a person chooses the attack brand and considers this brand to be superior

to the incumbent brand, she accurately judges the quality of brands and exhibits appropriate

confidence in this judgment. On the other hand, if she chooses the attack brand and considers the

incumbent brand to be superior, she exhibits a variety seeking behavior. Thus, there are at least

five different processes that can lead to choice: overconfidence, risk aversion, inertia, accurate

judgment of attribute values and variety seeking. The first three of these explain choice of the

incumbent brand while the latter two explain the choice of the attack brand. As it is extremely

difficult to disentangle the loss aversion explanation from the inertia explanation, these two

categories will be combined.

Of the 88 subjects who participated in this experiment, 54 (61 percent) chose the

incumbent brand and 34 (39 percent) chose the attack brand. Of the 54 subjects who chose the

incumbent brand, 40 judged it to be superior to the attack brand in terms of its attribute values.

Of these 40, 4 subjects expressed low confidence in their judgments (below the midpoint value

of 5). In a sense these subjects also can be classified as risk aversive. Thus, only 36 out of 88

subjects (about 40 percent) were loyal to the incumbent due to overconfidence in judgment.

However, in the conditions in which we would expect higher level of confidence (extensive

experience and / or thinking in terms of benefits), this proportion is higher - 36 out of 66 or 55

percent. Among those who chose Botanical Spring, 36 out of 54 (67 percent) exhibited

overconfidence. Of the 34 subjects who chose Natural Blossom, 24 judged this brand to be

superior to the attack brand. Of the 88 subjects, 64 exhibited consistency between their judgments
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and choice. The following table classifies subjects according to the reasons for their choices

inferred from their superiority judgments.

TABLE III-6

DIFFERENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR CHOICE

CHOICE REASONS FREQUENCY

BOTANICAL SPRING Overconfidence 36

Risk Aversion and Sheer
Inertia

18

Accurate Judgment of
NATURAL BLOSSOM Superiority Based on

Attribute Values
24

10

Variety Seeking

Confidence in Comparative Judgment as a Function of Experience and Benefit Beliefs Formation

In the earlier sections I presented results of the analyses using choice confidence measured

on die first day (immediately after the experience and the belief crystallization manipulations) as

the dependent variable. In this section, I use confidence in superiority expressed on the second

day (after subjects chose between the incumbent brand and the attack brand).

The effect of experience was significant (F l g4=23.3, p<0.01). Formation of benefit beliefs was

marginally significant (F ,i84=2.8, p<0.1). The interaction was nonsignificant. The simple effect

contrast across levels of experience revealed that the effect of benefit beliefs was significant in

the Limited Experience condition (F u 42=4.09, p<0.05), but nonsignificant in the Extensive

Experience condition (F , 42=0.07, p>0.7). As in the case of confidence in overall quality, an

analysis was conducted only on those who exhibited judgment - choice consistency (see Table III-
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8). Once again the effect of experience was significant (F li6(j=17.7, p < 0.01) ; the effect of

benefit beliefs also was significant (F , 60=4.86, p < 0.04). There was no interaction (F , 63=1.86,

p <0.2). The pairwise comparisons indicated that confidence was less in the Limited Experience-

Low Benefit Beliefs condition than in any other condition; none of the other three cells differed.

TABLE III-7

EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BELIEF CRYSTALLIZATION
ON CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT (ALL SUBJECTS)

Experience Benefit Beliefs Low Benefit Beliefs High

Limited 3.95 4.68

Extensive 5.45 5.55

TABLE III-8

EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BELIEF CRYSTALLIZATION ON CONFIDENCE
IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT FOR THOSE WHO EXHIBITED

JUDGMENT-CHOICE CONSISTENCY (N=64)

Experience Benefit Beliefs Low Benefit Beliefs High

Limited 4.05 (n= 19) 5.07 (n=14)

Extensive 5.64 (n= 14) 5.88 (n= 17)

The results discussed thus tar demonstrate that (i) experience or belief crystallization is

a sufficient condition for loyalty, (ii) experience or belief crystallization is a sufficient condition

to cause confidence in choice, (iii) experience or belief crystallization is a sufficient condition to

cause confidence in comparative judgment, (iv) loyalty can also be explained in terms of risk
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aversion and inertia, and (v) brand switching can be explained in terms of accurate superiority

judgments or variety seeking. The first three conclusions imply that choice confidence and/or

confidence in comparative judgment mediate the relationship between the independent variables

and choice. In the next section, a direct test of this mediational hypothesis is presented.

Mediational Tests

According to Baron and Kenny (1986), a proper test for the hypothesis that a set of

independent variables affect a dependent variable through a mediator involves three steps: (1) the

independent variables should directly affect the dependent variable, (2) the independent variables

should affect the mediator, and (3) when the dependent variable is regressed over the independent

variables and the mediator, the mediator should have an effect and the effect of the independent

variable should be weakened. The following tables present these tests for the mediators of choice

confidence and confidence in comparative judgment. These maximum likelihood logistic

regression analyses were done through the Logist procedure of SAS. The results for all subjects

are presented followed by results for only those subjects whose superiority judgment and choice

were consistent.

Confidence in Overall Quality As the Mediator

Tables III-9, III-10, and III-11 present the analyses for all subjects.

TABLE III- 9

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.84 0.53 12.14 0.006 0.29

Benefit Beliefs 1.65 0.53 9.73 0.002 0.26
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TABLE III- 10

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CONFIDENCE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.90 0.43 19.3 0.001 0.23

Benefit Beliefs 1.52 0.41 14.1 0.004 0.19

TABLE III- 11

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE, BENEFIT BELIEFS & CONFIDENCE
ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.5 0.57 6.8 0.01 0.20

Benefit Beliefs 1.36 0.47 8.3 0.03 0.17

Confidence 0.27 0.19 2.0 0.16 0.015

Tables III-12, III-13, and III-14 present the analyses using only those subjects whose

superiority judgments were consistent with their choices.

TABLE III-12

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 2.12 0.68 9.73 0.002 0.3

Benefit Beliefs 2.12 0.68 9.73 0.002 0.3

TABLE III- 13

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CONFIDENCE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.75 0.51 11.9 0.001 0.20

Benefit Beliefs 1.36 0.47 8.3 0.0M 0.17
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TABLE III-14

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE, BENEFIT BELIEFS & CONFIDENCE
ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.76 0.72 5.97 0.02 0.217

Benefit Beliefs 1.35 0.71 5.95 0.02 0.216

Confidence 0.42 0.25 2.83 0.1 0.099

The first set of logistic regression results (Tables III-9 to III-11) indicate that there is no

support for the mediational hypothesis. In particular, Table III-11 shows that confidence does

not have any significant effect on choice. In the second set of analyses that include only those

subjects whose superiority judgments were consistent with their choices (Tables III-12 to III-14),

there is very weak support for the proposition that experience and benefit beliefs lead to

confidence and therefore to loyal behavior. Overall, the monodic judgment of confidence in the

quality of the brand does not appear to have a mediational role that leads to loyal behavior. The

next set of mediational tests pertain to the variable of confidence in comparative judgment.

Confidence in Comparative Judgment as the Mediator

Tables III-15 to III-17 present analyses that included all subjects. In Table III-11A, both

experience and belief crystallization have strong effects on choice. In Table III-16, experience

has a strong effect on confidence in comparative judgment, while the effect of belief

crystallization is marginal. Table III-17 gives the critical test for the mediational hypothesis.

Here, confidence has a significant effect on choice. Further, the effects of experience and benefit

beliefs on choice are weakened. Inclusion of confidence in comparative judgment in the model

reduces the unstandardized beta values of both experience and benefit beliefs from 1.64 to 1.24

and from 1.65 to 1.55, respectively. However, any strong conclusions about the mediational

hypothesis will require a strong effect of both the independent variables on the mediator.
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TABLE III-15

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.84 0.53 12.14 0.001 0.29

Benefit Beliefs 1.65 0.53 9.8 0.002 0.26

TABLE III-16

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS
COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT

ON CONFIDENCE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.79 0.42 18.05 0.001 0.235

Benefit Beliefs 0.72 0.40 3.26 0.08 0.066

TABLE III-17

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE, BENEFIT BELIEFS &
CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.24 0.57 4.77 0.03 0.15

Benefit Beliefs 1.55 0.55 8.01 0.005 0.225

Confidence 0.67 0.26 6.83 0.01 0.20

In this case, because the effect of benefit beliefs on confidence is not so strong, no firm

statement can be made about the mediational process. A subsequent analysis involving only those

subjects whose superiority judgments were consistent with their choices was performed (Tables

III-18 to III-20).

The results in the preceding tables offer stronger support to the mediational hypothesis.

First, the effects of experience and belief crystallization on choice are strong. Second, the effects

of experience and belief crystallization on confidence also are strong. Third, the inclusion of
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TABLE III-18

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 2.12 0.68 9.73 0.002 0.3

Benefit Beliefs 2.12 0.68 9.73 0.002 0.3

TABLE III-19

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND BENEFIT BELIEFS ON CONFIDENCE
COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.99 0.52 14.83 0.001 0.25

Benefit Beliefs 1.11 0.48 5.31 0.03 0.13

TABLE III-20

THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE, BENEFIT BELIEFS &
CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 1.31 0.73 3.21 0.08 0.12

Benefit Beliefs 1.81 0.72 6.32 0.02 0.23

Confidence 0.95 0.37 6.53 0.02 0.23

confidence as a predictor of choice weakens the effects of experience and benefit beliefs

formation. The beta value of experience goes down from 2.12 to 1.31 and that of benefit beliefs

goes down from 2.12 to 1.81. The final requirement proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986) is

that the correlation between the mediator and the dependent variable as well as the correlation

between the independent variables and the mediator should not be very high. This analysis shows

that the correlation between confidence and choice and the correlations between the independent
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variables and confidence are not high. Thus, experience and benefit beliefs influence choice by

affecting confidence in comparative judgment.

Discussion

In this experiment, decision ambiguity was uniformly high across experimental conditions.

Ambiguity was created by withholding specific attribute information about the incumbent brand

when subjects encountered the attack brand. It was predicted that experience and thinking in

terms of benefits lead to certain types of knowledge that induce confidence in comparative

judgment and thereby loyal behavior. In pretest 3 there was evidence that either experience or

thinking in terms of benefits can cause a set of beliefs to be highly available. The results of

experiment 1 suggest that eidier experience or belief crystallization can induce confidence about

the quality of the chosen brand. These variables can also cause overconfidence in comparative

judgment that leads to loyal behavior. Thus, under ambiguous decision conditions certain types

of knowledge induce confidence and thereby resistance to competitor’s attack. However, loyal

behavior under ambiguous decision conditions was not solely driven by overconfidence; there

were also other processes at work. Approximately one-third of the cases loyal behavior could be

explained in terms of loss aversion or inertia. In die cases in which judgment of superiority and

choice were consistent, overconfidence seems to be the dominant process explaining loyal

behavior.

The choice results suggest that under extensive experience or high belief crystallization,

the incumbent brand comes out as the winner. Does experience combined with belief

crystallization always lead to loyalty? Are there any conditions under which the attack brand wins

share despite consumers’ extensive experience with the incumbent and high belief crystallization?

One of die propositions of this paper is that these we11-entrenched beliefs and behavior are caused

by ambiguity. Experiment 2 tested this proposition.



CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENT 2: LOYALTY AND AMBIGUITY DUE TO MEMORY CONSTRAINTS

The objective of this experiment was to examine the effect of ambiguity on resistance to

competitor’s attack. Ambiguity was manipulated by varying the accessibility of the attribute

values of the incumbent brand. High ambiguity in Experiment 1 was created by imposing

imperfect memory for the attribute values of the incumbent brand. It was argued that experience

or thinking in terms of benefit beliefs facilitated resistance to competitor’s attack because of

decision ambiguity. In one condition of Experiment 2, the decision context is disambiguated by

providing an opportunity to make side-by-side brand comparisons on specific attribute dimensions.

Method

The general procedure of this experiment was similar to that of Experiment 1. The Extensive

Experience- High Benefit Beliefs condition of Experiment 1 was retained. Within this condition,

there was a manipulation of ambiguity. In the High Ambiguity condition, the tasks of the

Extensive Experience-High Benefit Beliefs cell of Experiment 1 were exactly replicated. In the

Low Ambiguity condition, the only difference was that specific attribute information about the

incumbent brand was available when the attack brand was introduced. It was hoped that this

would facilitate brand comparisons and would weaken the biases in choice due to extensive

experience and beliefs crystallization. Twenty eight female students participated in this

experiment to earn credit in a Principles of Marketing course.

Results

The results given in Table IV-1 support the hypothesis that when decision ambiguity is

reduced, consumers choose a brand that is superior to others in terms of attribute values.

36
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TABLE IV-1

THE EFFECT OF AMBIGUITY ON LOYALTY

High Ambiguity: Memory Constraints

(replicates a cell from experiment 1)

Low Ambiguity: All Information Externally

Available

0.7 (10/14) 0.35 (5/14)

Chi-Square (Wald Statistic)^ 3.42; Prob <0.07.

The results show that, as in Experiment 1, experience and benefit beliefs formation

facilitate resistance under high ambiguity. However, when ambiguity is removed by providing

attribute information about the incumbent brand, a majority of subjects (65%) chose the

"objectively superior" attack brand. It is surprising that even in this condition about 35% of

subjects exhibited loyal behavior. The following tables provide subjects’ reasons for choice. The

logic of classification is the same as in Experiment 1. The classifications were based on

superiority judgments and confidence in these judgments. The results are given for each level of

ambiguity. In the High Ambiguity condition, as in Experiment 1, a substantial proportion of

subjects chose Botanical Spring due to overconfidence in comparative judgment (8/14 or 57%).

About 13% subjects in this condition chose Botanical Spring to avoid risk or out of sheer inertia.

About 22% (3/14) in this condition chose Natural Blossom by judging superiority in terms of

attributes accurately. One person chose this brand due to variety seeking. In the Low Ambiguity

cell, risk aversion or inertia explained the choices of all those who chose Botanical Spring, and

accurate judgment explained the choices of all those who chose Natural Blossom. Because

ambiguity was manipulated during the second session, there was no variation among these two

groups in terms of initial confidence in the quality of the incumbent brand (measured on the first
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TABLE IV-2

REASONS FOR CHOICE IN HIGH AMBIGUITY CONDITION

Brand Chosen Reasons Frequency

Botanical Spring Overconfidence 8

Risk Aversion or Inertia 2

Natural Blossom Accurate Judgment of 3

Superiority

Variety Seeking 1

TABLE IV-3

REASONS FOR CHOICE IN LOW AMBIGUITY CONDITION

Brand Chosen Reasons Frequency

Botanical Spring Overconfidence 0

Risk Aversion or Inertia 5

Natural Blossom Accurate Judgment of 9

Superiority

Variety Seeking 0

Thus, despite extensive experience and formation of benefit beliefs, subjects were less

loyal to the incumbent brand when ambiguity was low. When attribute information is available

for both the incumbent and the attack brand, the winner is the attack brand that is superior in
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terms of attributes. Does this imply that availability of attribute information for the incumbent

inevitably weakens the effects of experience on resistance? Experiment 3 examines this question.



CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENT 3: LOYALTY AND AMBIGUITY DUE TO

NON-OVERLAPPING ATTRIBUTES

In the first two experiments, decision ambiguity was operationalized in terms of memory

constraints. However, this may not be the only form of ambiguity. In a number of product

categories, a common form of ambiguity occurs when two brands have a set of non-overlapping

attributes but claim the same benefits. For example, Aloe-Vera and Vitamin E may produce the

same benefit of keeping skin healthy. If two competing brands emphasize different attributes,

choice difficulty increases, especially when a consumer has knowledge about the benefits these

attributes can provide. Thus, there will be less comparability and high ambiguity in these choice

situations. Further, unlike Experiment 2, availability of specific attribute information will not

reduce ambiguity or facilitate side-by-side brand comparisons. In Experiment 3, high decision

ambiguity was created across conditions by describing the incumbent brand and the attack brand

in terms of a set of different attributes. The objective of this experiment was to generalize the

findings of experiment 1 and also to explore the effect of availability of specific attribute

information when ambiguity is caused by noncommon attributes.

Pretest4

The objective of this pretest was to identify sets of noncommon attributes of natural

lotions that do not vary in terms of importance and desirability. Eighteen students enrolled in a

marketing course volunteered to participate in this pretest. They read a story that listed the

benefits derived from the key attributes of all natural hand and body lotions. After two days they

rated their familiarity with several attributes of hand and body lotions. They also rated the
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importance and the desirability of each of these attributes on a nine-point scale. Based on the

familiarity ratings, some unfamiliar attributes were excluded (e.g., lemon grass). The importance

and desirability ratings had a high correlation (r=0.89). I chose two sets of attributes on the basis

of these ratings so that both sets had attributes of almost equal importance and desirability. One

of these sets contained the attributes of Aloe Vera, Cocoa Butter and Apricot Extracts and the

other set had the attributes of Vitamin E, Jojoba Extracts and Papaya Extracts. The mean

desirability ratings of these sets were 5.62 and 5.38 respectively (t= 1.45, p< 0.2). The decision

was made to describe the incumbent brand in terms of the second set of attributes and the attack

brand by the first set of attributes, because the first set of attributes was rated slightly higher in

terms of desirability.

Design and Procedures

Subjects

One hundread and thirty two female subjects participated in this experiment. Thirty were

enrolled in a General Psychology class and the remainder in a Principles of Marketing class. As

compensation for participation, subjects earned credits in their respective courses.

Design

This experiment had a 3 x 2 fully crossed factorial design. The factors were experience

and availability of specific attribute information. Experience was varied at three levels: none,

limited (one trial) and extensive (six trials). Availability of specific attribute information was at

two levels: available and not available. As in Experiment 1, the proportion of subjects choosing

the incumbent brand was the key dependent variable. The other dependent variables were

confidence in initial choice measured immediately after subjects’ experience with the incumbent

brand and confidence in comparative judgment measured after they had chosen between the

incumbent and the attack brand.
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Procedure

As in Experiment 1, subjects first read a story that described the key attributes of all

natural lotions and the benefits derived of these attributes. Then they saw a brand x attribute

matrix that described four brands of lotions in terms of seven attributes vitamin e and jojoba

extracts (see Appendix E). Subjects were asked to choose the best brand on the basis of attribute

infonnation given in the matrix. Botanical Spring (the incumbent brand) was superior to other

brands in terms of overall value. As there was a No Experience condition, unlike in experiment

1, subjects were not given an opportunity to try all the four brands before deciding. The

remainder of the procedure was identical to the first day procedure of experiment 1.

On returning, subjects saw the attack brand (Natural Blossom), which was described in

terms a different set of important attributes. For half of the subjects, specific attribute infonnation

about the incumbent brand was not presented. Others saw information about the incumbent and

the attack brand side-by-side (see Appendix F and Appendix G). They were asked to choose

between these two brands, judge which of these brands was superior in tenns of attribute contents,

and express confidence in this superiority judgment.

Results

Analysis followed the pattern of experiment 1. The choice data were analyzed using

binomial weighted least square logit models. Between-subjects ANOVA models were used for

confidence data, and binomial maximum likelihood logistic regression models were used to

conduct mediational tests. The choice proportions pointed to a main effect of experience. Neither

the effect of availability nor the interaction between availability and experience was significant.

Table V-l presents the choice proportions in the various experimental conditions. As expected,

the proportion of subjects choosing the incumbent was high in the Extensive Experience

conditions, irrespective of availability of specific attribute information. In the No Experience
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condition choice proportion was unexpectedly high when specific attribute information was not

available. However, this proportion did not differ very much from the cell in which availability

was high. In the Limited Experience conditions, about one half of subjects chose the incumbent

brand. Thus, the choice pattern differed at each level of experience (Z 0 vs 1 & Z 1 vs 6 > 1.65,

p < 0.05).

TABLE V-l

PROPORTION OF SUBJECTS CHOOSING THE INCUMBENT BRAND IN DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE AND AVAILABILITY

Experience Availability of Specific Availability of Specific

Attribute Information Low Attribute Information High

None 9/22 (0.40) 6/22 (0.27)

Z (p<0.5)=1.01 Z (p<0.5)= 2.28 *

Limited 12/22 (0.545) 11/22 (0.50)

Extensive 16/22 (0.74) 17/22 (0.77)

Z (p>0.5)= 2.4 ** Z (p>.5)=2.71 **

* - P<0.05 ** = P<0.01

TABLE V-2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE AND AVAILABILITY

Source Df CHI-SQUARE (WALD STATISTIC) PROB <

Intercept 1 0.85 0.36

Availability 1 0.24 0.63

Experience 2 13.97 0.001

Avail *Exp 2 0.81 0.667
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Confidence in the Overall Quality

Because the availability of specific attributes for the incumbent brand was manipulated

after the confidence measure was taken, this analysis included only the effect of experience. The

following table presents the mean confidence for different levels of experience.

TABLE V-3

CONFIDENCE IN THE QUALITY OF THE INCUMBENT IN DIFFERENT LEVELS OF

EXPERIENCE

Experience Mean Confidence

None 5.57

Limited 6.45

Extensive 6.95

Experience accounted for about 15 % of variance in confidence (F 2 m = 10.5, p < 0.001).

There was no difference between the limited and the extensive experience conditions (F , 86 =2.56,

p<0.15). However, the no experience condition differed from the limited experience (F i. 86—7.84,

p<0.01) and the extensive experience (F , 86=23.2, p<0.001).

Test of Mediational Hypothesis Using Confidence in Overall Quality as the Mediator

As in the first experiment, a set of maximum likelihood logistic regression analyses were

performed to test the mediational role of choice confidence. As availability of specific attributes

did not have any effect on choice, the model had experience as the only independent variable.

The first of these analyses had experience as the independent variable and choice proportions as

the dependent variable. In the second equation, experience was the independent variable and

confidence was the dependent variable. The final analysis had both experience and confidence
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as the independent variables and choice as the dependent variable. Tables V-4, V-5 and V-6

present the results of these analyses.

TABLE V-4

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.26 0.07 12.65 0.001 0.24

TABLE V-5

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CONFIDENCE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square p< R

Experience 0.24 0.063 14.55 0.001 0.165

TABLE V-6

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE AND CONFTDENCI
ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square p< R

Experience 0.226 0.077 8.59 0.005 0.190

Confidence 0.233 0.130 3.22 0.08 0.082

Evidence for the mediational hypothesis is very weak. First, in Table V-4C confidence

has only a marginal effect on choice (p<0.08). Second, the unstandardized beta value of

experience did not change (0.24 vs. 0.23). Thus, there is no clear evidence that confidence in

initial choice mediated the effect of experience on choice after the attack brand was introduced.

Confidence in Comparative Judgment

Table V-7 gives the mean confidence in each experimental cell. Both experience and

availability had significant effects on confidence (F 2126 = 10.53, p <0.01 and F t 126= 14.22,

p<.01). One interesting question concerns whether availability of specific attribute information

increased confidence across all levels of experience. For each level of experience, the effect of
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availability was estimated. Availability had an effect on confidence under No Experience (5.68

vs 6.5; F , 42=4.81, p<0.04) and Limited Experience (5.63 vs 6.64; F , 42=8.53, pcO.Ol).

TABLE V-7

CONFIDENCE IN THE SUPERIORITY OF THE CHOSEN BRAND UNDER
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE AND AVAILABILITY

Experience Specific Attribute

Information Not Available

Specific Attribute

Information Available

None 5.68 6.50

Limited 5.63 6.64

Extensive 6.86 7.31

However, in the Extensive Experience condition, availability did not have any effect on confidence

(6.86 vs 7.31; F , 42=1.9, p<0.2). Despite low availability of attribute information, extensive

experience resulted in high confidence in comparative judgment. Further, across levels of

availability, there was no difference between no experience and limited experience, but extensive

experience resulted in higher confidence. It must be noted that when confidence pertained to the

quality of the chosen brand (a monodic judgment), even limited experience was sufficiently

diagnostic. However, only extensive experience produced confidence in comparative judgment.

The next issue concerns whether confidence in comparative judgment mediated the

relationship between choice and the independent variables. As availability did not influence

choice, experience will be the only independent variable in this analysis.

Test of Mediational Hypothesis Using Confidence in Comparative Judgment as the Mediator

Tables V-8, V-9 and V-10 present the results of the logistic regression analyses using
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experience as a predictor of choice and confidence in superiority judgment as the mediator.

TABLE V-8

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.26 0.07 12.65 0.001 0.24

TABLE V-9

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.27 0.064 17.36 0.0001 0.19

TABLE V-10

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE AND CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT
ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.226 0.078 9.24 0.003 0.199

Confidence 0.169 0.155 1.19 0.3 0.0001

This set of analyses does not support the hypothesis that confidence in comparative

judgment acts as a mediator in the process by which experience leads to loyal behavior. As

discussed in the previous chapters, overconfidence may not be the only process by which

experience leads to loyal behavior. Hence, it was decided to do the same set of analyses after

excluding subjects whose superiority judgments did not match their choices.

There were 114 subjects (84 percent) whose superiority judgments were consistent with

their choices. The patterns of choice proportions and confidence in comparative judgment for

these subjects matched those of the entire sample. The critical question is whether experience-

induced confidence mediated choice. The following maximum likelihood logistic regression

analyses were performed to test the possible mediational role of confidence in superiority.
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TABLE V-ll

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.32 0.08 15.76 0.001 0.29

TABLE V-12

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.27 0.069 15.34 0.001 0.197

TABLE V-13

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE AND CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT
ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.281 0.085 10.83 0.002 0.237

Confidence 0.29 0.185 1.13 0.29 0.0001

These analyses reject the hypothesis that the effect of experience on choice is mediated

by confidence. This may be due to the high number of subjects in the Low Availability

conditions choosing the incumbent brand, in spite of limited or no experience. Hence, it was

decided to partition the total sample into a No Availability Group and an Availability Group and

conduct the maximum likelihood logistic regression analysis for each group.

Test of Mediational Hypothesis When Specific Attribute Information is Not Available

TABLE V-14

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.2 0.105 3.74 0.06 0.14
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TABLE V-15

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.288 0.095 9.24 0.003 0.19

TABLE V-16

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE AND CONFIDENCE ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.194 0.114 2.88 0.09 0.10

Confidence 0.078 0.237 0.11 0.75 0.0001

In ithis set of analyses, although experience has an effect on choice and confidence

independently, confidence does not seem to mediate choice.

Test of Mediational Hypothesis When Specific Attribute Information is Available

TABLE V-17

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.47 0.136 12.27 0.001 0.364

TABLE V-18

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.33 0.107 9.92 0.002 0.246
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TABLE V-19

THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE AND CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT
ON CHOICE

Variable Beta Std.Error Chi-Square P< R

Experience 0.40 0.148 7.41 0.01 0.264

Confidence 1.17 0.460 6.48 0.02 0.240

This set of analyses supports the mediational hypothesis. Experience has significant

effects on choice and also on confidence. When confidence was included in the model, die effect

of experience on choice is weakened (the unstandardized beta value goes down from 0.47 to

0.40). Further, in this model the effect of confidence on choice is significant. The same set of

analyses was conducted (by partitioning subjects in to Low Availability and High Availability

groups) without excluding subjects whose choice and superiority judgment were inconsistent. The

pattern of results was the same: confidence mediated the effect of experience on choice in die

High Availability group, but not in the Low Availability Group.

Differences in the Results of Mediational Tests Between High and Low Availability Groups

The results indicate a difference between the group in which specific attribute information

was available for the incumbent as well as the attack brand and die group in which specific

artribute information was available only for the incumbent brand. Because decision ambiguity

should be high in either group, this differential pattern of results was not predicted. Experience

had stronger effects on both choice and confidence in the High Availability condition than in the

Low Availability condition (0.36 vs. 0.14 for choice and 0.25 vs. 0.19 for confidence). These

stronger effects may explain the differential pattern of results. The small effect in the Low

Availability condition may be due to insufficient power.
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Reasons For Choice

Apart from superiority judgments, subjects also gave specific reasons for their choices.

The experimenter used a coding scheme to classify these attributions. A colleagues who was

blind to conditions in this experiment also coded these reasons. There was approximately 85

percent agreement between the coders. The reasons for choosing Botanical Spring were

categorized into three classes: satisfaction with the brand/risk aversion, higher attribute value

(more of the same attributes), and different, more preferred attributes.

The typical responses in the first category were "I tried it liked it, and don’t want to

switch." Although satisfaction with the brand and risk aversion are two different phenomena, it

is difficult to disentangle them through verbal protocols. In the same category one can put

confirmatory bias or positive testing strategy. If a person says that she liked the brand (or is

satisfied with the brand) and does not want to switch, it may mean that she assumes that she will

not like the new brand although she has never tried it. Thus, the first category of responses may

indicate genuine liking or satisfaction with the incumbent, risk aversion and confirmation bias.

The responses in the second category included ". .. the old brand had more ingredients, it

had more aloe, it had more cocoa-butter." People either thought that the incumbent was higher

in all ingredients or specified a particular attribute that they thought was more important and

thought that the incumbent had more of this attribute. It should be recalled that in certain

conditions they saw the attribute values of the attack brand only. In these conditions some

subjects thought that the incumbent brand had the same features as the attack brand but at a higher

level.

In the third category subjects attributed their choices to differences in attributes. For

example "I chose the old brand because it had vitamin e; the new brand does not have it" was a

typical response in this category. This is again an instance of positive testing strategy in that the
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benefits of the incumbent brand are attributed to the ingredient combination of this brand. There

may be other ingredients leading to the same benefits. However, due to a tendency to confirm

rather than disconfirm their hypothesis, our consumers did not want to try the attack brand that

has a different combination of attributes. Some people also said that they avoided certain

attributes that only the new brand possessed (e.g., papaya extract).

Table V-20 presents subjects’ stated reasons for choosing Botanical Spring across

experimental conditions. This table shows that when availability is low, risk aversion/liking was

the dominant reason for choosing the incumbent in the No Experience and Limited Experience

conditions. However, in the Extensive Experience condition, people attributed their choices to the

ingredients of the incumbent brand. About 45% thought that the incumbent brand had more of

the ingredients of the attack brand (Aloe-Vera, Cocoa-Butter,etc.). About 30% said that they

chose the incumbent brand because they liked the ingredients of the incumbent brand that were

different from those of the attack brand. Thus as they gained experience with the brand, subjects

offered coherent reasons that justified their choices. This pattern was observed irrespective of the

availability of attribute information about the incumbent brand. The attributions, however, differed

depending on availability. When attribute information about the incumbent brand was available,

the difference in ingredients was salient and subjects attributed their choices to the incumbent

brand having a different set of attributes. When attribute information was not available externally,

subjects wrongly attributed their choices to the incumbent brand having higher levels of the same

attributes that the attack brand had.
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TABLE V-20

REASONS FOR CHOOSING BOTANICAL SPRING (INCUMBENT)

Experimental

Condition

Risk Aversion/

Liking

Higher Value of

(same) Attributes

Different Attributes

No Experience-Low

Availability

6/9 (0.67) 1/9 (0.11) 2/9 (0.22)

Limited Experience-

Low Availability

8/12 (0.67) 2/12 (0.165) 2/12(0.165)

Extensive

Experience - Low

Availability

4/16 (0.25) 7/16 (0.44) 5/16(31)

No experience-High

Availability

3/6 (0.50) 0 3/6 (0.5) I

Limited Experience-

High Availability

6/11 (0.55) 0 5/11 (0.45)

Extensive

Experience-High

Availability

7/17 (0.40) 0 10/17 (0.60)
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TABLE V-21

REASONS FOR CHOOSING NATURAL BLOSSOM (ATTACKER)
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A similar analysis was conducted for those who chose the attack brand. The following

table classifies the reasons in different experimental conditions (see Table V-l 1). This analysis

does not give any diagnostic information except that when attributes were available, more subjects

attributed their choices to differences in attributes. When this information was not available, more

subjects attributed higher values on the same dimensions as the reason for their choice. Although

data seem to indicate a difference in the proportion of variety seekers between the Low

Availability and High Availability conditions, theoretically there is no reason for this difference.

Discussion

In this experiment, ambiguity was manipulated by describing the competing brands in

terms of a set of non-overlapping attributes. Further, for one half of the subjects, ambiguity was

also due to memory constraints. The main finding is that extensive experience with a brand led

to loyal behavior, irrespective of availability of specific attribute information about the incumbent

when the attack brand was introduced. Experience also had an effect on confidence in choice

(measured before the introduction of the attack brand) and on confidence in comparative judgment

(measured after subjects chose between the incumbent and the attack brand). Although the

Limited Experience and the Extensive Experience conditions did not differ with respect to choice

confidence, they differed with respect to confidence in comparative judgment. Although the effect

of availability of specific attribute information on choice was negligible, this factor influenced

confidence in comparative judgment. Thus, there was clear support for overconfidence mediating

loyalty in the High Availability condition, but there is no evidence for this process in the Low

Availability condition. After partitioning subjects in the High Availability condition into those

who chose the incumbent and those who chose the attack brand, it was found that in the

extensive experience conditions availability of specific attribute information led to higher

confidence in comparative judgment for those who chose the incumbent brand than those who
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chose the attack, brand. This pattern was not obtained in the Low Availability condition. This may

explain the difference in the mediational role of overconfidence in the High Availability condition.

An analysis of reasons for choice revealed two types of attributions based on availability. In the

High Availability condition, the unique attributes of the incumbent were emphasized more, while

subjects in the Low Availability condition subjects made normatively inappropriate inferences

about the ingredients of the incumbent based on what was available about the attack brand.

As in Experiment 1, the verbal protocols indicated that, along with overconfidence, other

processes such as risk aversion or the status quo bias may drive loyal behavior. These data also

suggest two types of "confirmation bias" processes can lead to overconfidence. When attribute

information was not available, the overall liking of the incumbent brand became salient, especially

after extensive experience. These subjects had the tendency to stay with the incumbent brand

without venturing to test whether the attack brand also offered positive consumption experience.

In the High Availability conditions, this process was slightly different. Subjects in the Extensive

Experience- High Availability condition had the tendency to overweigh the attribute combination

of the incumbent brand with reference to certain benefits these attributes can offer. Subjects had

earlier learned from the "story" on natural lotions that several attributes can lead to the same

benefits. However, they avoided choosing the attack brand that had a different attribute

combination but can lead to the same benefits. These results are consistent with the findings of

Carpenter and Nakamoto (1989). Thus, perceived attribute importance that is hard to influence

(Lutz 1975) can be learned through normatively inappropriate means.

Thus, the key finding of the first three experiments is that certain types of knowledge

about the incumbent brand (acquired through extensive experience or thinking in terms of benefits)

can lead to loyal behavior when decision ambiguity is high. There may be more than one process

that link the effects of knowledge to loyalty. The process we tested in these experiments,
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overconfidence in judgment, received partial support. However, in all these experiments.

Botanical Spring (the incumbent) was superior to other brands when subjects initially made their

choice. This induced high confidence especially under extensive experience and/or thinking in

terms of benefits. In the next experiment, I vary the superiority of the incumbent brand and see

if these effects can be sustained.



CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENT 4: CHOICE CONTEXT AND LOYALTY

It has been argued thus far that perceptions of superiority of a brand are strengthened by

acquiring certain types of knowledge about this brand. Experience and thinking in terms of

benefits can develop these knowledge structures and lead to loyal behavior. The theme of this

chapter is that decision context also can detennine perceptions regarding superiority of a brand,

especially when a person does not have an established brand preference. The context interacts

with the effect of experience and influences beliefs regarding the brand benefits, confidence in

choice, and loyalty when a new, superior brand enters the market. Specifically, if a brand is

framed as the best brand, loyal behavior will persist with extensive experience and high ambiguity

in the context in which the new brand is encountered. On the other hand, if the same brand is

framed as the second best brand, next to a brand that is not currently available in the market, even

extensive experience and high decision ambiguity may not result in loyal behavior at the entry of

an objectively superior brand. This proposition was tested in experiment 4.

Design and Procedure

This was a single factor study, with context being the factor manipulated at two levels.

Twenty eight female undergraduates participated in this experiment. Experience and the level of

benefit beliefs fonnation were high across experimental conditions. Ambiguity created by memory

constraints was also high across the conditions. Thus, except for the manipulation of context, this

experiment replicated the Extensive Experience - High Benefit Beliefs Formation cell of

experiment 1. As in experiment 1, subjects read a "story" about natural ingredients based lotions.

They saw a brand x attribute matrix that described four brands in terms of seven attributes. They
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were asked to examine the attribute values given in the matrix. As they were about to announce

their choices, they were told as an afterthought that one of the brands given in the matrix, Herbal

Abundance, was not available in the market anymore and were asked to choose one of the other

three brands. The key manipulation pertained to the attribute values of Herbal Abundance. This

brand will be called as die "context" brand. In one condition the context brand (Herbal

Abundance) was superior to the incumbent brand (Botanical Spring) in terms of attribute values;

in the other condition it was inferior. The attribute values of the incumbent brand and die other

two brands in the choice set were constant across condition. Thus, in terms of superiority, the

order in the first condition was Herbal Abundance, Botanical Spring, and Garden Exotica or

Nature’s Nurture depending on preference for apricot extracts over chamomile flower. The order

in the second condition was Botanical Spring, Herbal Abundance, and Garden Exotica or Nature’s

Nurture. Appendix H and Appendix I depict these two conditions, hereafter called the "Second

Best" and the "Best" conditions, based on die position of the incumbent. As mentioned earlier,

the values of Botanical Spring and the otiier two brands do not change across these conditions.

The changes pertain to the values of the context brand only.

In both conditions. Botanical Spring was chosen by all subjects. After choice, they were

asked to try the brand six times and then rate tiieir beliefs on a given scale. The belief scale had

eight items, each ranging from 1 to 9. The mean of eight ratings constituted the belief score for

each subject. Next, subjects were asked to indicate their confidence in choice on a nine point

scale. As in the previous experiments, they were asked to return after two days. The tasks during

the second session were the same as in Experiment 1. Decision ambiguity was created by not

presenting the specific attribute values of the incumbent brand when the attack brand (Natural

Blossom) was introduced. The subjects were asked to choose between the incumbent brand and

the attack brand. They were also asked to judge the superiority of the chosen brand and indicate
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confidence in this judgment.

Results

Table VI-1 presents the proportion of subjects choosing the incumbent brand in the two

experimental conditions.

TABLE VI-1

THE EFFECT OF CONTEXT ON LOYAL BEHAVIOR

Context 1 (Incumbent Best) Context 2 (Incumbent Second Best)

9/14(0.64) (3/14) (0.21)

TABLE VI-2

ANOVA FOR THE EFFECT OF CONTEXT

Source Df Chi-Square (Wald Statistic) P<

Intercept 1 0.69 0.41

Context 1 4.84 0.03

As expected, more subjects chose the incumbent brand over the attack brand when the

incumbent brand was framed as the best. Although researchers have reported contextual effects

on choice (e.g., Huber, Payne and Puto 1982), there is no research that has examined whether

these effects persist over time and carry over to a different situation. Here, we find evidence that

preferences for brands learned in one context persists over time. The effects of context on beliefs

and choice confidence support these results.

Context had a significant effect on belief score (5.14 in the incumbent best condition

versus 4.78 in the incumbent second best condition; F x 26=5.96, p <0.03; r sqr=0.18). Although

subjects in both conditions chose the same brand and had the same number of trials, the beliefs

of those who saw the incumbent as the best brand were more extreme. It is generally believed

that in this product category, beliefs will be formed only after experience. However, here we have
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evidence for a biased appraisal of experience.

Context affected choice confidence also. Compared to an average of 5.29 in the "second

best" condition, the average confidence score in the "best" condition was 6.07 (F 126 =5.68, p <

0.3). However, there was no difference among groups in terms of confidence in comparative

judgment although the means were in the predicted direction. The mean confidence in the "best"

and "second best" groups were 6.71 and 6.36 respectively (F , 26=0.45, p<0.6).

Finally, in this experiment one third of the subjects (4/12) who chose the incumbent

brand thought that the attack brand was superior, exhibiting a tendency toward risk aversion.

Of those who chose the attack brand, 2 in the "best" condition and 2 in the "second best"

condition (totally 4 out of 16 or about 25%) gave variety seeking as the reason for their choice.

Thus, as suggested by Kahneman and Miller (1986) and Simonson and Tversky 1992, context

influenced the learning of expectations. Once learned, these expectations and preferences persist.



CHAPTER VII
OPPORTUNITY FOR TRIAL AND CHOICE BETWEEN THE INCUMBENT AND

THE ATTACK BRAND

In the previous experiment, the theme was how to build consumer loyalty. In this

experiment we examine how a superior competitor can weaken consumer loyalty to an incumbent

brand. Hoch and Deighton (1989) proposed a strategy for "underdog" brands especially when

ambiguity in the choice context is high. According to them, an opportunity to try the new brand

can "disambiguate" the decisions. This should increase the proportion of subjects choosing the

attack brand. Experiment 5 was designed to test this assertion.

Method

The only factor in this study was opportunity to try the attack brand before choosing

between the incumbent and the attack brand. The "No Trial" condition was an exact replication

of the Extensive Experience - High Availability of Specific Attributes condition of experiment 3.

After excluding some for the reasons given below, fifty-two female students completed this

experiment. Across conditions, subjects had extensive experience with the incumbent. Ambiguity

was also high across conditions due to competing brands having non-overlapping set of attributes.

As in other experiments, the initial tasks involved reading a "story" on natural lotions, going

through the brand x attribute matrix, and choosing a brand based on information in the matrix.

Data from three subjects who did not choose Botanical Spring were excluded in the analysis.

In the pretests and in the first four experiments, subjects evaluated the same set of four

real brands of lotions. In the pretests as well as in experiments 1, 2 and 4, subjects had an

opportunity to try all the four brands and choose the brand they liked, based on trial. As
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mentioned earlier, irrespective of what brand they chose, each subject was made to believe that

the brand chosen by her was Botanical Spring, the objectively superior brand in the initial choice

set of four. It was observed in these experiments that two brands came out as the most preferred

brands. Most subjects chose one of these two brands. These two brands varied in terms of

fragrance. It was decided to counterbalance these brands as the incumbent and attack brands.

After choice, subjects were randomly assigned to two groups. Subjects in the first group

experienced one of these brands (brand A) six times while those in the second group tried the

other brand (brand B) six times. Since subjects did not try all the brands before choice, it is

possible that some of them may not have liked the brand they tried and may have switched as

soon as an opportunity was given. To reduce this possibility, each subject was asked to evaluate

the brand she tried on a dislike (1) to like (9) scale. Data of five subjects whose evaluations were

less than 5 on this scale were excluded. Finally data of four more subjects were excluded because

they were mistakenly presented the wrong brand as the attack brand.

Subjects returned after two days. The key factor in this experiment was manipulated when

the attack brand was introduced. The attack brand in either condition had a set of nonoverlapping

attributes. One half of the subjects were asked to choose based only on the attribute information

given in the matrix. The other half, apart from receiving information about the attributes of the

competing brands, also had an opportunity to try the attack brand once. For each person in this

condition, the attack brand was the one that she did not try earlier out of tire two most preferred

brands. After choice, superiority judgments and confidence in these judgments were measured.
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Results

TABLE VII-1

OPPORTUNITY TO TRY THE ATTACK BRAND AND LOYAL BEHAVIOR

Not tried the attack brand Tried the attack brand

17/26 (0.65) 10/26 (0.385)

The above table shows that while 65 percent of those in the No Trial of Attack Brand

condition chose the incumbent, only about 39 percent of those who had an opportunity to try the

attack brand chose the incumbent brand (Wald Statistics = 3.68, p < 0.06). Although these two

proportions are different, the proportion in the Tried the Attack Brand condition is not different

from the chance proportion of 0.5. There was no difference in choice proportions between

subjects who tried brand A as the attack brand and those who tried brand B as the attack brand

(6/13 versus 4/13, chi-square= 0.64, p <0.45).

The Process

Why should those who have an opportunity to try the new brand exhibit a less loyal

behavior? One possibility is that it truly "disambiguates" choice. It clearly shows that the new

brand is superior to the old brand. Second, due to recency effects, experience with the new brand

may be more salient than the one with the old brand. Third, if overconfidence is due to

confirmation bias (i.e., someone attributes certain benefits to brand X or ingredient A without

realizing that brand Y or ingredient B also may yield those benefits), experiencing the new brand

should reduce overconfidence. A related explanation is that a limited experience with the new

brand may just induce interest in learning more about the new brand and hence confidence in

superiority of the new brand may not be high. There may be multiple processes operating

depending on what brand one chooses after experiencing the new brand.
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An analysis of the superiority and confidence judgments may offer evidence for one or

more of these processes. However, these tests are just exploratory. In this experiment, the

superiority judgments were entirely consistent with the choices. Thus, only the confidence data

will be discussed. If the process of disambiguation operates, then subjects in the Trying the New

Brand condition should judge the attack brand to be superior and also should exhibit more

confidence in this judgment. Hence, there should be a crossover interaction between the effects

of trial of the attack brand and choice. In the no trial condition, those who judge the incumbent

brand superior should exhibit more confidence than those who judge the attack brand superior.

In the trial condition, those who judge the attack brand to be superior should exhibit more

confidence than those who consider the incumbent to be superior. The process of salience of

experience with the new brand, although different conceptually, at least using our design, cannot

be disentangled from the disambiguation process. The confirmation bias explanation requires trial

of new brand to have a main effect on confidence. In the trial condition confidence should be less

than in the no trial condition. Table VII-2 presents confidence in various levels of trial and

choice, followed by a table testing for various effects.

TABLE VII-2

TRIAL OF THE ATTACK BRAND, CHOICE AND CONFIDENCE IN COMPARATIVE
JUDGMENT

Choice Not Tried the Attack Brand Tried The Attack Brand

Natural Blossom (Attack 5.89 (n=9) 6.06 (n= 16)

Brand)

Botanical Spring 6.64 (n= 17) 6.8 (n=10)

(Incumbent Brand)
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TABLE VII-3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST OF EFFECTS

Source Df SS F PR<

Trial 1 0.32 0.33 0.6

Choice 1 6.73 6.83 0.02

Trial*Choice 1 0.002 0.01 0.98

Choice was the only factor that had any effect on confidence (6.7 for those who chose

the incumbent brand and 6.0 for those who chose the attack brand). If the disambiguating process

or the salience of recent experience operated in the condition in which subjects had an opportunity

to experience the new brand, confidence of those who chose the incumbent brand should be lower

than that of those who chose the attack brand. The results do not offer any evidence for these

processes. The test of other processes was conducted by partitioning the set into those who had

an opportunity to try the new brand and those who did not have this opportunity. For those who

did not try the new brand, choice had a moderate effect on confidence (5.88 for the attack brand

versus 6.64 for the incumbent; F 124=3.57, p <0.08; r sqr=0.13). This finding is consistent with

those of the previous experiments. Surprisingly, the effect was in the same magnitude and

direction when subjects tried the new brand (6.06 versus 6.8; F , 24=3.27, p<0.09; r sqp=0.12).

Combined with the difference in confidence between those who chose the incumbent brand in the

no trial condition and those who chose the attack brand in the trial condition (6.64 vs 6.06), this

suggests that multiple processes may be operating. For those who chose the incumbent brand,

additional experience with the product category might have strengthened their perceived validity

in judgment. For those who chose the incumbent brand, it could have been either a desire to learn

or sheer salience effect. Future research is necessary to tease out the process that led to

differential pattern of choice.



CHAPTER VIII
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The central theme of this dissertation is that certain types of knowledge about the

incumbent brand, combined with ambiguity in the decision environment, lead to overconfidence

in comparative judgment and thus to loyal behavior. The results of the first three experiments,

combined with those of a pretest, support these predictions. The results also suggested that in a

limited number of cases, loyalty was driven by loss aversion or sheer inertia.

In the first two experiments, ambiguity was due to memory constraints for specific

attributes. In this situation, either extensive experience with a brand or limited experience and a

focus on the benefits of the brand was sufficient to create loyal behavior. When decision

environment facilitated side-by-side comparison of brands on attributes, despite extensive

experience and formation of benefit beliefs, subjects preferred the attack brand which was superior

on attribute dimensions. Titus, certain types of knowledge about the incumbent brand caused

overconfidence and shielded the incumbent under ambiguous decision environment. When

decision ambiguity was reduced, the overconfidence bias was rectified.

In the third experiment, ambiguity was created by describing the competing brands in

terms of a set of non-overlapping attributes that lead to the same benefits. Here, again, experience

with the incumbent brand influenced the degree of resistance to competitor’s attack. However,

in this situation providing attribute information about the competing brands did not reduce

ambiguity. Instead, availability of specific attribute information enhanced overconfidence for

those who have had extensive experience. Overconfidence caused by experience did not map on

to choice when attribute information about the incumbent brand was not available.

The processes identified in these experiments can explain the results of pioneer advantage
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or order of entry effects (Carpenter and Nakamoto 1989; Kardes and Gurumurthy 1992).

In the first two experiments a variety of mechanisms including the set size effect (Kardes and

Gurumurthy) and the focus of comparison (Dhar and Simonson 1992) can account for the

persistence of preference. Both these processes may lead to overconfidence in preference

judgments in ambiguous decision contexts. In the Kardes and Gurumurthy studies, as in the first

two experiments of this paper, ambiguity existed because of sequential rather than simultaneous

presentation of information. This form of ambiguity existed also in the Dhar and Simonson

studies.

Carpenter and Nakamoto explicitly proposed ambiguity as a necessary condition for the

order of entry effects. In their studies, the value of attributes as well the ideal attribute

combination were ambiguous. The results of experiment 3 appear to be consistent with Carpenter

and Nakamoto’s ideal point shift explanation of preference formation especially under ambiguous

decision conditions. As in the Carpenter and Nakamoto studies, in the current experiments

preference updating involved heuristic judgments and attributions regarding the ingredients-

benefits mapping. However, as shown in Experiment 4, preferences prior to trial are not so weak

as suggested by Carpenter and Nakamoto. In this experiment, preference influenced by the

context and formed prior to trial had an overriding impact on beliefs about the benefits, and

subsequent choices. The findings of Experiment 4 are consistent with consumer research on

framing. For example, Hoch and Ha (1989) found that in an ambiguous context, advertisement

provided expectations and led to biased appraisal of product trial. In Experiment 4, framing the

superiority of the incumbent in the initial choice (before trial) resulted in a biased appraisal of

experience.

While the amount or salience of information is the focus of some of these studies, the
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diagnosticity of information is our focus. The knowledge structures induced by experience or

belief crystallization can overcome the effect of certain other forms of information and increase

confidence in comparative judgment as long as the decision context is ambiguous. As the

Feldman and Lynch (1989) framework would predict, these diagnostic inputs have an important

influence on subsequent decisions (Lynch, Marmorstein and Weigold 1989). The current studies

demonstrated that the perceived diagnosticity itself can be influenced even by normatively

inappropriate factors.

The findings of the current experiments offer compelling evidence that at least for a subset

of consumers whose choices are consistent with the superiority judgments, overconfidence is the

primary mechanism driving loyalty, the other mechanisms being loss aversion and sheer inertia.

The overconfidence mechanism proposed in this paper is not very inconsistent with the

commitment view. The origin of overconfidence can be motivational as the emotional

commitment view would probably advocate or cognitive and contextual as demonstrated in the

current experiments. However, the propositions pertaining to the role of decision ambiguity in

preference reversal may not be explained by the emotional commitment conceptualization.

Loyalty conceptualized in terms of emotional commitment may be irreversible. Such unassailable

loyalty may be rare in marketplace choices.

Conceptualizing loyalty in terms of confidence in comparative judgment helps identifying

a set of antecedents that can be controlled by managerial actions. Specifically, experience and

benefit belief crystallization shielded the incumbent from a superior competitor when decision

ambiguity was high. Both these variables can be controlled by managerial actions. Our belief

crystallization manipulation corresponds closely to die "reminder" advertisements. The process

by which the advertisements that link the attributes of the incumbent to the benefits they produce

is similar to the one suggested by Hoch and Ha (1986). However, in the Hoch and Ha studies
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consumers saw ads before product trial and formed expectations that were confirmed by

experience. It is also possible that advertisements after trial (similar to our belief crystallization

manipulation) may help interpret one’s experience with a brand and clarify preferences. This lead

to the perceived validity of prior choice especially if the decision context is ambiguous.

Experiment 1 showed that this should be especially potent for consumers with limited experience.

Experience by itself also engendered loyalty. Marketers can encourage the accumulation of

experience by price promotions that induce stockpiling of the brand.

Our conceptualization also facilitated isolating a set of conditions that can revert loyal

behavior. The key variable of this paper, decision ambiguity is a necessary condition for the

effects of experience and crystallization of benefit beliefs on loyalty. The results of experiment

1 and experiment 3 together show that in general it is better for an incumbent to avoid direct

attribute comparison. However, from an attack brand point of view, it is possible to overcome

an entrenched competitor by encouraging side-by-side comparisons. The results of experiment

3 are chastening, as they imply that unless comparison is possible on common dimensions,

experience may blind consumers to attackers’ superiority. In these contexts, availability of

attribute information may possibly increase overconfidence and thereby loyalty.

Apart from decision ambiguity that was examined in all the experiments, context (in

experiment 4) and an opportunity to try the attack brand (in experiment 5) accounted for the

reversal of loyalty. These variables can be easily manipulated by marketers of the attack brand

to overcome an entrenched incumbent. For example, marketers have control over the type of

brand information available at the point of purchase. They also have control over product design

and positioning. Through these means they can manipulate ambiguity in the choice context and

thereby loyalty. The strategies proposed by Hoch and Deighton (1989) for the "topdog" and

"underdog" may be relevant for our attack brand and incumbent respectively.



APPENDIX A

"STORY" ON NATURAL LOTIONS
BEAUTY AND FLOWER POWER

Botanically based beauty products are b(l)ooming! These products are a sensual pleasure

to use. Cosmetic companies through out the world are reformulating their skin care products and

are launching whole plant-based lines. According to Susan Schiffman, Ph.D„ director of the

Cosmetics Research Institute at Stanford University, the use of all natural skin products can

significantly lower your stress levels through the sensory pleasure they provide. Kinder to the

environment than chemically-based beauty products, plant-based skin care products are for many

the ultimate "back to basics".

All natural hand and body lotions offer a lot of benefits to a young woman. A young

woman can use all natural lotions to smooth out rough spots, soothe her legs after shave and to

tone and refresh her skin. All natural lotions help rejuvenate dry and damaged skin and also can

prevent premature aging of the skin. Comprised of plant extracts such as flowers and herbs, these

lotions help restore suppleness to the skin and also help to add vitality. Moreover, they enrich

the skin’s complexion by replenishing lost nutrients and providing a protective barrier from

external elements like air pollution, wind or sun.

How do you pick from the garden of botanical choices? Many people pick an ingredient

from those available and experiment. Or, you can leam the effects the different ingredients

produce and choose the product that will give you the maximum benefits. We have compiled a

list of the most popular botonical ingredients and in the pages to follow, reveal for you the age-

old beauty secrets offered in flowers, plants, and herbs.
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The most important ingredients in natural hand and body lotions and their benefits are

given below in an alphabetical order (not according to their rank in terms of importance). Please

study these descriptions to learn the benefits these ingredients will offer so that you can make an

efficient choice.

ALOE VERA: Aloe Vera is a plant that promotes healthy skin texture. It consists of a mixture

of anti-bacterial, astringent and coagulating agent. It is also a scar inhibitor and a skin tissue

growth stimulator. It can soothe skin suffering from sunburns. It also can remove blackheads

appearing on the skin.

CHAMOMILE FLOWERS: Chamomile is considered to be a soothing, calming herb. When used

on the skin, it restores lost moisture and provides nourishment. Further, the exotic fragrance of

chamomile makes the experience of using the product particularly pleasurable.

COCOA-BUTTER: Cocoa-Butter is a necessary ingredient for women who desire smooth, soft

hands and legs. Cocoa-butter contains extra rich emollients that naturally silken, soften and soothe

all skin types. It protects the tenderness of the skin. It can also minimize blackheads and can

disinfect skin.

JOJOBA EXTRACTS: Jojoba Extracts are exceptionally effective in general finning and

conditioning of the skin. Like cocoa - butter, jojoba extracts contain emollients that silken, soften

soothe all skin types. Jojoba is highly recommended for treating wrinkles, withering skin,

prematurely-aged skin and fine textured or thin skin. It is very effective in protecting the

tenderness of skin.

TROPICAL FRUIT EXTRACTS: The tropical fruits used most frequently in skin lotions are

Apricot and Papaya.

Apricot: Apricot extract is quickly absorbed into the skin to seal in moisture without clogging

pores.
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Papaya: Papaya extracts contain important restorative enzymes and it is a natural softening agent

that adds smoothness to the skin.

VITAMIN E: Vitamin E maintains the tenderness of the skin thus helping to keep the skin

younger-looking. Although there are many sources of Vitamin E, plants-based vitamin E is

particularly effective in promoting healthy new skin. It also quickly penetrates die skin for long-

lasting softness. It is an exclusive moisture-binding.

Apart from these important ingredients, certain other ingredients are used for specific

purposes. Cucumber water and Mineral water are often used as cleansing agents. However,

almost all the attributes we described earlier can do the jobs of cleansing and minimizing

infection. Hence, cucumber water and mineral water are clearly unimportant attributes in all

natural lotions.

Now, we’re sure that you will appreciate the benefits of using all natural hand and body

lotions. Consider each of these attributes very carefully before you choose a brand. Remember

that a single brand of all natural hand and body lotion may not contain all the attributes. Hence,

learning the benefits of each of these ingredients becomes very important. We wish you all the

very best in your skin care.



APPENDIX B

INITIAL CHOICE SET IN EXPERIMENT 1
PRODUCT = ALL NATURAL HAND AND BODY LOTION

ATTRIBUTES BRANDS

GARDEN HERBAL BOTANICAL NATURE’S

EXOTICA ABUNDANCE SPRING NURTURE

ALOE VERA 18 MG 16 MG 19 MG 18 MG

COCOA BUTTER 10 MG 9 MG 12 MG 10 MG

APRICOT EXTRACT 6 MG 6 MG 7 MG 7 MG

CHAMOMILE FLOWER 5 MG 5 MG 6 MG 4.5 MG

CUCUMBER WATER 3.5 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ

SIZE 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ

PRICE $4.90 $4.90 $4.90 $4.90
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APPENDIX C
BELIEF SCALE IN EXPERIMENT 1

BOTANICAL SPRING

(Stongly believe this
brand does not offer)

PROMOTES HEALTHY SKIN

TEXTURE

1

RESTORES LOST MOISTURE

1

SOFTENS AND PROTECTS

THE TENDERNESSS OF SKIN

1

FIRMS AND CONDITIONS SKIN

1

CLEANSES SKIN

DISINFECTS SKIN

(Strongly believe this
brand does offer)

9

9

9

9

9

9

CAN REMOVE BLACKHEADS

1 9

CAN PREVENT WRINKLES

THE LONG RUN

1 - - 9

Did You Choose This Brand ? YES -— NO (Check One)
(BOTANICAL SPRING)

YOU NEED TO RATE THIS BRAND ONLY IF YOU CHOSE THIS BRAND. IF YOU DID
NOT CHOOSE THIS BRAND, PLEASE GO OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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APPENDIX D

CHOICE SET AFTER THE "ATTACK" BRAND’S ENTRY

(EXPERIMENT 1)

Attributes B rands

Garden
Exotica

Herbal
Abundance

Nature’s
Nurture

Botanical

Spring
Botanical

Glory
Natural
Blossom*

Aloe Vera 18 Mg 19 Mg

Cocoa
Butter

11 Mg 14 Mg

Apricot
Extract

7 Mg 8 Mg

Chamomile
Flower

6 Mg 7 Mg

Cucumber
Water

3.0 Fl.Oz. 3.0 Fl.Oz.

Size 12 Fl.Oz. 12 Fl.Oz. 12 Fl.Oz.

Price $4.90 $4.90 $4.90

* = ATTACK BRAND
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APPENDIX E

INITIAL CHOICE SET IN EXPERIMENT 3
PRODUCT = ALL NATURAL HAND AND BODY LOTION

ATTRIBUTES BRANDS

GARDEN HERBAL BOTANICAL NATURE’S

EXOTICA ABUNDANCE SPRING NURTURE

VITAMIN E 18 MG 16 MG 19 MG 18 MG

JOJOBA EXTRACTS 10 MG 9 MG 14 MG 10 MG

PAPAYA EXTRACT 6 MG 6 MG 8 MG 7 MG

CHAMOMILE FLOWER 5 MG 5 MG 7 MG 4.5 MG

CUCUMBER WATER 3.5 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ

SIZE 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ

PRICE $4.90 $4.90 $4.90 $4.90
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APPENDIX F

CHOICE SET1 AFTER THE ENTRY OF ATTACK BRAND
(EXPERIMENT 3)

PRODUCT = ALL NATURAL HAND AND BODY LOTION

Attributes Brands

Garden
Exotica

He rbal
Abundance

Nature’s
Nurture

Botanical

Spring
Botanical

Glory
Natural
Blossom*

Vitamin E

Jojoba
Extracts

Papaya
Extracts

Aloe Vera 18 Mg 19 Mg

Cocoa
Butter

11 Mg 14 Mg

Apricot
Extract

7 Mg 8 Mg

Chamomile
Flower

6 Mg 7 Mg

Cucumber
Water

3.0 FI.Oz. 3.0 FI.Oz.

Size 12 FI.Oz. 12 FI.Oz. 12 FI.Oz.

Price $4.90 $4.90 $4.90

* - ATTACK BRAND
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APPENDIX G
CHOICE SET2 AFTER THE ENTRY OF ATTACK BRAND

(EXPERIMENT 3)
PRODUCT = ALL NATURAL HAND AND BODY LOTION

Attributes Brands

Garden
Exotica

Herbal
Abundance

Nature’s
Nurture

Botanical

Spring
Botanical

Glory
Natural
Blossom*

Vitamin E 19 Mg

Jojoba
Extracts

14 Mg

Papaya
Extracts

8 Mg

Aloe Vera 18 Mg 19 Mg

Cocoa
Butter

11 Mg 14 Mg

Apricot
Extract

7 Mg 8 Mg

Chamomile
Flower

7 Mg 6 Mg 7 Mg

Cucumber
Water

3.0 Fl.Oz 3.0 Fl.Oz. 3.0 Fl.Oz.

Size 12 Fl.Oz. 12 Fl.Oz. 12 Fl.Oz.

Price $4.90 $4.90 $4.90

* = A'lTAL'K"BRAND
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APPENDIX H

INITIAL CHOICE SET IN THE "BEST" CONDITION
(EXPERIMENT 4)

ATTRIBUTES BRANDS

GARDEN HERBAL BOTANICAL NATURE’S
EXOTICA ABUNDANCE* SPRING NURTURE

ALOE VERA 18 MG 19 MG 19 MG 18 MG

COCOA BUTTER 10 MG 11 MG 12 MG 10 MG

APRICOT EXTRACT 6 MG 7 MG 7 MG 7 MG

CHAMOMILE FLOWER 5 MG 6 MG 6 MG 4.5 MG

CUCUMBER WATER 3.5 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ

SIZE 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ

PRICE $4.90 $4.90 $4.90 $4.90

BRAND NO 1
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APPENDIX I

INITIAL CHOICE SET IN THE "SECOND BEST" CONDITION
(EXPERIMENT 4)

ATTRIBUTES BRANDS

GARDEN HERBAL BOTANICAL NATURE’S

EXOTICA ABUNDANCE* SPRING NURTURE

ALOE VERA 18 MG 20 MG 19 MG 18 MG

COCOA BUTTER 10 MG 13 MG 12 MG 10 MG

APRICOT EXTRACT 6 MG 7 MG 7 MG 7 MG

CHAMOMILE FLOWER 5 MG 6 MG 6 MG 4.5 MG

CUCUMBER WATER 3.5 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ 3.0 FL.OZ

SIZE 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ 12 FL.OZ

PRICE $4.90 $4.90 $4.90 $4.90
* = BRAND NOT AVAILABLE IN THE MARKET
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